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F O R E W O R D

"Unity existed for more than
Fillmore) wrote, and then only in
sistent demand from readers for a
the Unity Statement of Faith, and

thirty years before he (Charles
response to a prolonged and perprecise statement of his beliefs,
to this he added:

'We have considered the restrictions that will follow
a formulated platform, and are hereby giving warning
that we shall not be bound by this tentative statement
of what Unity believes . We may change our mind tomorrow
on some of the 'points, and if we do, we shall feel free
to make a new statement of faith in harmony with the new
viewpoint. However, we are assured that there will be no
change in fundamentals; the form of words may be clarified and the inner and outer meaning of the Truth may be
more clearly set forth.1" (The Story of Unity: page 170)

SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"
This is not a complete compilation of references
from the Unity teachings.

It covers just the highlights

of the teachings. From time to time other references may
be added.

It is used exclusively as the basis for the

fourth term course in Unity Training School.

LESSON ONE
This lesson covers the following subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 1, 8,
lb, 21, 10, and y.o/?W/^
A.

The Nature and Aspects of God.

B.

Man, a three-fold being; the relation of God
to all His creation.

C.

Man's Dominion and Authority; how to exercise
it.

*
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SYLLABUS for this lesson is built around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF FAITH,
the CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OF CHARLES FILLMORE.
LESSON ONE
A.

1.

The Nature and Aspects of God

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 1

"We believe In God, the one and only omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent Spirit-mind."

Section 8

"We believe that divine intelligence is present in every
atom of man and matter, and that the more abundant life,
which Jesus promised, Is flooding the world and quickening the minds and bodies of men everywhere."

Section 16 "We believe that creative Mind, God, is masculine and
feminine, and that these attributes of Being are
fundamental in both natural and spiritual man. 'And
God created man in his own Image, In the image of God
created he him; male and female created he them.'"
•

2.

* *

Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Lessons in Truth, Lesson 2, Annotation 1
"The nature of anything is its essential character, therefore the nature of God Is Absolute Good, unchangeable, impersonal, eternal, standing under all creation with absolute
integrity.
"The elements that make up this Absolute Good are what we
term ideas, attributes, qualities of God, such as life,
love, substance, power, wisdom. . . .
"Some names used to define the different aspects of God are:
God is Principle

...

•God is Spirit' . . . the life principle . . .
God Is Source . . .
God Is Divine Mind . . .
God is Creator, the creative cause of all that is real,
enduring, abiding, eternal. . . .

Lesson 1 continued
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God Is Law, the action of the principle of Absolute Good
working in and throughout all creation. . . .
God is Truth, the steadfast fulfillment of the divine plan,
intention, or promise. . .
God is omnipresence . . . omnipotence . . . omniscience . .
"God is Being . . . Another name for God is Father-Mother .
* # *

Additional References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Lessons in*Truth, Lesson 3s Annotation 2. (Universal Mind)
Series l, Lesson 1, Annotation 2. (God)
Series 2, Lesson 1, Annotations 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9. (God)

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"The truth is, then:
That God is Principle, Law, Being, Mind, Spirit, All-Good,
omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, unchangeable, Creator,
Father, Cause, and Source of all that is." (Christian Healing:
page 16)
*

*

*

"God as principle is the absolute good expressed in all
creation." (Keep a True Lent: page 9)
* *

*

"The fundamental basis and starting point of practical
Christianity is that God is principle. By principle is
meant definite, exact, and unchangeable rules of action."
(Jesus Christ Heals: page 34)
*

*

*

"God is the always present, indwelling Mind."
Healing: page 8l)
* *

(Christian

*

"Wisdom is the 'male' or expressive side of Being, while
love is the 'female' or receptive side of Being. Wisdom
is the father quality of God and love is the mother quality."
(Mysteries of Genesis: page 27)
* *

*

Additional References from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 93• (Mind)
Jesus C h r i s t Heals: page 190. (Father)

Lesson 1 continued
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2_. Continued
Talks on Truth; pages 116, 117. (Divine Mind)
Christian Healing: pages 18, 98. (Mind)
The Revealing Word: page 56: (Divine Mind)

LESSON ONE
B.

Man, a three-fold being; the relation of
•
God to man and to all His creation.

1_. Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH;
Section 21 "We believe that spirit, soul, and body are a unit, and
that any separation of these three is transgression of
the divine law. We believe that the death that came into
the world through the Adamic man resulted in body dissolution, and that the restoration of the lost Eden is
already begun, in the demonstration over the death of
the body, as shown in the resurrection of Jesus Christ."
Section 18 "We believe that the body of man is the highest-formed
manifestation of creative Mind, and that it is capable
of unlimited expression of that Mind. 'Know ye not that
your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit?1"
* # *

2_. Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
Lessons in Truth, Lesson 3> Annotation 4
"The three phases of our being ares spirit, soul, body (sometimes written spirit-soul-body).... The first phase of our
being is spirit, and is called by many names . . . the imagelikeness of God . . . The words I AM are also the name of this
indwelling spirit. . . .the spirit in man is the divine pattern,
spiritual man, the Lord, or law of our being. . . . Because
God is the source of all life, we think of His presence in us
as the life principle, the breath of life, the divine center
of light, the inner reality. . . .
In the Gospel according to John our divine nature is referred
to as 'the Word,1 and also as 'the true light1 . . . A word
in the New Testament that is dear to most Christians is
Christ . . .
The first phase of our being . . . is the Christ Mind, sometimes referred to as the Superconscious . . .
The second phase of our being is soul, which is also called
the self-consciousness . . . the phase of our being that says

Lesson 1 continued
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2_. Continued
•I am I' and 'I will.1 Soul is the entire mind, for thinking
is carried on through the conscious phase of mind (the intellect)
and feeling through the subconscious phase of mind (sometimes
referred to as 'the heart 1 ). . . . The soul is the user of the
ideas of God . . . it is through the conscious phase of mind
(intellect) that we are able to think, to reason, to choose,
to examine, to judge, to analyze, to will, to select, to
decide, to form, to deduct, to reject, to accept, and to conclude. This phase has also been termed the 'objective1 phase
of mind. The other phase of the soul, the subconscious, is
the realm of feeling, and has been termed the 'subjective'
phase . . . It is the storehouse of memory . . .
The third phase of our being is body . . . Body is primarily 'a
temple of the living God' (II Cor. 6;l6). . . While the body is
always perfect in its original creation as a God-idea, the appearance that the body takes on will be according to the use we make
of divine ideas."
# * #

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 2, Annotation 2
(

"The relation of God to man is the Father-son relationship! God
created us, therefore we are His offspring.
God is related to all creation (including man) as the Father of
His creation,0 as Creator, source or first cause of all that
exists, and as Mind is related go its ideas."
* *

*

Additional References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE;
How I Used Truth, Lesson 1, Annotation-9-„ (body) .
How I Used Trutn", Lesson 9, Annotation -H-£} (body) .
Series 2, Lesson 5, Annotation 4 (body)
Series 2, Lesson 2, Annotation 19 (body)
Series 2, Lesson 9, Annotation 14 (body)
3.

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE;
"Man is spirit, soul, body. These are coexistent. . . . Man
sets into action any of three realms of his being, spirit,
soul, and body, by concentrating his thought upon them. . . .
Spirit is the source of soul and body, hence the ruling
power." (Jesus Christ Heals; pages 71-72)
* *

*

"The Scriptures give spirit, soul, and body as constituting
all of man. Spirit is I AM, the same in character as Divine
Mind, or God. Soul is man's consciousness . . . Soul is both
conscious and subconscious. Body is the form of expression of
both spirit and soul." (Metaphysical Bible Dictionary; page 628)
# # *

/
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Continued
"The soul is the sum total of consciousness and its great goal
is a consciousness of eternal life." (Mysteries of Genesis;
page 34)
* *

*

"God creates first in idea; His idea of creation is perfect,
and that idea exists as a perfect model upon which all
manifestation rests. The body of man must rest upon a
divine body idea in Divine Mind, and it logically follows
that the inner life, substance, and intelligence of all flesh
are perfect." (Talks on Truth: page 117)
* *

*

"The body is the meeting place of the life and substance
attributes of Being, consequently body is an important
factor in consciousness. Body is not matter; it is substance and life in expression." (Talks on Truth: page 158)
* * *

"When man realizes that there is but one body-idea and that
the conditions in his body express the character of his
thought, he has the key to bodily perfection and immortality
in the flesh." (christian Healing: page 34)
* * *

"There is no absence or separation in God. . . . If God were
for one instant separated from His creations, they would
immediately fall into dissolution. . . . Hence in spirit
and in truth you can never for one instant be separated
from the life activity of God even though you may not
externally feel or know of His presence." (Jesus Christ
Heals: page 36)
* # *

Additional References from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: pages 116-124 (body)
Keep a True Lent: pages lb7, 168 (body)
Christian Healing: pages 33> 34 (body;.
Metaphysical BiBTe Dictionary: Addenda under "body"
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind:

pages 6 3 , 67-68; 94-95 (God's
world; relation to man and creation)

LESSON ONE
Man's Dominion and Authority; how
to exercise it. ^__

7

Lesson 1 continued
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U n i t y ' s STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 9

"We believe that the original authority and dominion
given to man was over his own thoughts, emotions,
feelings, and passions, and that, in the lawful
exercise of this authority, he will harmonize all
discords within and without and restore the kingdom
of God on the earth."
* * *

2.

Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE;
Series 2, Lesson J,

(material) pages 2, 3

"Man, a spiritual being, is free spirit, unfettered and unbound. . . When man learns that he is a spiritual being
having all power and all dominion, that knowledge frees
him from the belief in bondage to anything. . . . All is
Mind, and the belief in any other power controlling man is
to be overcome by understanding of the truth that man in
his real nature is the son of God, limitless and free."
*

* *

Series 2, Lesson 4, Annotation 17
"Man is created with dominion over the earth and told to
subdue it. Man's earth is the human consciousness wherein
he has established beliefs in 'good' and 'not good.' Man
is to accept his dominion through being God's representative
on the earth, therefore being that I AM."
* *

*

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 4, Annotation 1
"Prom the standpoint of Truth study denial is the erasing,
cleansing, or releasing from our consciousness all beliefs,
thoughts, and concepts that are contrary to Truth."
* *

*

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 5., Annotation 1
"An Affirmation is a statement of Truth by which we establish
in our consciousness the truth about God, the universe, ourselves, others, or about a condition or thing."
*

*

*

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 3* Annotation 3
"Thinking is the movement of ideas in mind" (page 654,
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary). Thinking is a process by
which we arrive at conclusions. We form mental images,

2
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Continued
pictures, beliefs, based on our understanding of ideas. By
this process we bring ideas into manifest form in our human
experience in exact ratio to the Interpretation of the idea
held in our mind (consciousness or soul). Thinking is our
intellect in action, which allows us to reason, to choose,
to comprehend, to will, to act. . . . All true thinking,
which is the right use of our intellect, is for the purpose
of building a consciousness of Truth and a world in which we
see only good."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 5, Annotation 6
"The one true standard of thinking is the Jesus Christ
standard, based on Absolute Truth, patterned after the
perfect consciousness which Jesus Christ exemplifies in
His righteousness (right use of ideas). The Jesus Christ
standard of thinking is thought that is unclouded by doubt,
fear, or distrust, but is luminous with belief, love, and
faith."
*

*

*

Additional References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series
Series
Series
Series

1,
2,
2,
2,

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1,
4,
7,
5,

Annotation 7 (thought control)
Annotations 13, 14 (right thinking)
Annotation 3 (renewal of mind)
Annotations 3, 7, 8 (denial and affirmation)
* *

3.

*

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE;
"Evolution is the result of the development of ideas in mind.
What we are is the result of the evolution of our consciousness, and our consciousness is the result of the seed ideas
sown in our minds. Therefore spiritual evolution is the
unfolding of the Spirit of God into expression. It is the
development achieved by man working under spiritual law."
(Keep a True Lent; page 165)
* *

*

"Thinking is a process in mind by and through which the
abstract is made concrete. It is the process of working
up into things those ideas in the one Mind which are not
things." (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 94)
* *

*

"Man controls his thoughts and his feelings by the use of his
innate power. A quickening from on high must precede his
realization of dominion." (Keep a True Lent; page 153)

Lesson 1 continued
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3_. Continued
"Freedom of will is man's inheritance, and he can use that
freedom to build or destroy as he determines. Jesus
claimed that all authority was given to Him 'in heaven and
on earth.' What Jesus had, we all have potentially."
(Keep a True Lent; page 29)
* * #

"Thought control is established by aligning the thoughts
with the mind of Christ, bringing every thought into a
harmonious relation to eternal, unchangeable principles."
(Metaphysical Bible Dictionary; page 654)
* *

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Christian Healing: pages 40, 42 (thought control)
Prosperity: page 52 (thought control)
Mysteries of John: page 177 (thoughts)
Mysteries of John: page 35 (denial)
Christian Healing"; pages 101, 114, 115 (self-control)
Keep a True Lent: page 74 (mastery and control)
Twelve Powers of Man: page 69 (control)

fo

SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of U n i t y M e t a p h y s i c s "

LESSON TWO
This lesson covers the following subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 13,
14, and 19.
A.

Prayer, what it is, and how to pray; how to
"ask in His name."

B.

Health.
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SYLLABUS f o r t h i s l e s s o n i s b u i l t around UNITY'S STATEMENT OP FAITH,
t h e CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OF CHARLES FILLMORE.
LESSON TWO
A.

1.

PRAYER (or the Silence), what it is, and
how to pray; how to "ask in His name."

Unity's STATEMENT OP FAITH;

Section 13

"We believe that the prayer of faith will save the sick,
resurrect the body from 'trespasses and sins,1 and finally overcome the last enemy, death."
* *

2.

*

Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Lessons in Truth:

Lesson 10, Annotation ^

"The Silence is the term used to describe our conscious
contact with God in the 'secret place of the Most High,'
when we feel perfect oneness with God, when we absorb the
'inspiration of the Almighty' (Job 32:8 A. V . ) . . . . This
special form of prayer that we term 'the Silence' is preceded by a period of time when we still the thinking and
feeling activities of our mind and then direct our whole
attention to God so that we may be a ready channel to
receive His inspiration (divine ideas) . . . . God 'speaks'
to us in the Silence in various ways to suit our needs at
the time. Sometimes His 'speaking' may be an inner
harmonious feeling or a direct inner knowing; it may come
as an Idea or a definite statement or affirmation; perhaps
the words of a beloved hymn or poem or Bible verse suffice
to present His answer. There are times when we just have
a sense of peace, of well-being . . . The general term
'the Silence' covers the entire process that brings us into conscious contact with the Presence of God. . .
RELAXATION . . . is not inertia, but is rather a state of
freedom and responsiveness on the part of both mind and
body . . .
MEDITATION . . . is the act of contemplating; keeping the
mind or attention fixed on a definite subject; musing on
or pondering. During meditation we think about God and
His Ideas; we think about our relation to ooa as His son
. . . we contemplate ideas and begin to deny reality to
whatever wrong concepts we may have held, and we affirm
the Truth. . .
CONCENTRATION . ... meaning 'to bring all one's powers,
faculties, or activities to bear upon one course of action
or thought or one object; to fix exclusive attention.' . .

&> /z.

Lesson 2 continued
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continued
we begin . . . to focus our entire attention . . . We
hold ourselves in 'singleness of mind or purpose' without
interference by mixed thinking. . . .
REALIZATION or INSPIRATION . . . Realization of the
presence of God is actually the Silence itself. . . . In
eagerness 'we wait in singleness of heart' for the
revelation, inspiration, or illumination from the Father.
When God 'speaks' it is the movement of Divine Mind on
our mind expressing Divine ideas."

Series 1, Lesson 1, Annotation 3
"True prayer is intercommunion with God; it is a common
union of man's consciousness and Divine Mind, God. . . .
In true prayer the consciousness of the individual is
turned wholly to God, the source of divine ideas of
Absolute Good. When this is done, there is no room for
any limited concept to find entrance into his being."
* # #

Series 2, Lesson 7 , Annotation 8
"The true method of prayer is turning within to the Truth
and substance of Being where the Father abides as the
realm of divine ideas and there communing with the indwelling Lord. No longer do we beg or beseech God as a
person or being outside ourselves . . . By relaxing,
listening, and feeling for the Presence within we become conscious of God in true communion. We meditate
upon the attributes of God and then we concentrate on
God as those attributes within us, instructing us. Then
we gain the realization of the truths we have established
in consciousness, and in the silence we receive our answer
to prayer."

Series 2, Lesson 73 Annotation 10
"Praise brings us in tune with Divine Mind; praise opens
the mind and heart to higher aspirations, wipes out fear
and doubt from our consciousness, enlarges or magnifies
our good, and increases our capacity to enjoy more of
God's love, wisdom, joy, and presence."
*

Lessons in Truth;

*

*

Lesson 6, Annotation 1

"Faith produces a feeling of deep inner conviction, a
state of being certain in our mind that a desire for

<&*

/-?
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continued
something will be fulfilled in the outer at the right
t i m e . . . . Faith is possessing in mind a picture of a
thing desired before there is any sign of it as a form
in the outer world. . . . Faith brings into actuality
or manifestation whatever we have fixed our attention
and our expectations on."
* *

*

How I Used Truth, Lesson 3, Annotation 6 SJ^-~

n^^s

CXv~*^>

"In His name, in the name of Jesus Christ, is the name of
the I AM. We ask in His name when we feel, think, and
speak or declare for ourselves that which God is. God's
name, I AM, is His nature, His character, His power, that
which God is . . . I ask in His name when I declare, 'I
am strength,' and then am strength physically, mentally,
morally, and spiritually."
*

*

*

Series 1, Lesson 1, Annotation 6
"God lives in man's whole being; He abides within man as
Spirit. There is no noise or confusion where infinite
Spirit, Divine Mind, is living. In the stillness of our
being, with Spirit, soul, and body, we feel after the
presence of God desiring His peace and harmony. This is
•going into the Silence.'"
* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 3, Annotations 7 , 8 (in His name)
Series 1, Lesson 1, Annotations 4, 3, 9 (Silence), 14 believing) and 20 (conditions of true prayer)
Series 2, Lesson 2, Annotation 18 (in His name)
Series 2, Lesson 7 material, pages 6, 7 (Silence and praise)
Series 2, Lesson 8, Annotations 8, 10, 12 (faith)
* *

3.

*

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"Prayer in man is a conscious expression of the upward
trend of nature found everywhere. So every impulse or
desire of the soul for life, love, light, is prayer."
(Teach Us to Pray: page 3)
2.Q.
A tad SSM&lttfl PgPtr of Hindi paga -£)
* # *

"What we need to know above all is that there is a place

Lesson 2 continued
3.
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within our soul where we can consciously meet God and
receive a flood of new life into not only our mind but
also our body." (Teach Us to Pray: page 5)
* # *

"The disciples of Jesus earnestly importuned, 'Lord, teach
us to pray.' Today, as disciples of the Master, we are
asking of Him to be taught the way of unifying our consciousness with God-Mind. . . . His instructions to the
disciples were 'But thou, when thou prayest, enter into
thine inner chamber, and having shut thy door, pray to
thy Father who is in secret, and thy Father who seeth
in secret shall recompense thee.' It is difficult to
improve upon this simple method. Quietly entering the
inner chamber of the soul, shutting the door to the external thoughts of daily life, and seeking conscious
union with God is the highest form of prayer we know.
The purpose of the silence is to still the activity of
the individual thought so that the still small voice of
God may be heard. For in the silence Spirit speaks Truth
to us and just that Truth of which we stand in need.
Prayer is man's steady effort to know God." (Teach us
to Pray: pages 16, 17)
* *

*

"So right at the beginning of our inquiry into scientific
prayer we find a very vital condition emphasized and
demonstrated by Jesus in His most effective prayers, and
that is faith. We must have faith, though it be merely
of mustard-seed size, before we can approach the fulfillment of the law of prayer." (Teach Us to Pray:
page 157)
* * #

"Praise is the complement of sight, hearing, and unity. . .
Instead of a supplication, prayer should be a jubilant
thanksgiving. This method of prayer quickens the mind
miraculously, and, like a mighty magnet, draws out the
spiritual qualities that transform the whole man when
they are given expression in mind, body, and affairs."
(Christian Healing: page 76)
* *

*

"It should not be inferred that the will of Divine Mind is
to be set aside in prayer; we are to pray that the will of
God enter into us and become a moving factor in our life."
(Christian Healing: page 77)
* *

*

"Prayer, communion with God within, realization, awakens

53*

/r
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spiritual consciousness and develops true spiritual character. It is the only way to cleanse and perfect the soul
and thus permanently heal the body. . . . Pray with,
persistence and pray with understanding. Be instant in
prayer; and never allow anything to keep you from having
your daily quiet hour of communion with God, your own indwelling Father." (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 32)
# *

*

*

"A spiritual realization of health is the result of holding
in consciousness a statement of health until the logic of
the mind is satisfied and man receives the assurance that
the fulfillment in the physical must follow. In other
words, by realizing a healing prayer man lays hold of the
principle of health itself and the whole consciousness is
Illumined; he perceives principle working out his health
problems for him." (Jesus Christ Heals: page 39)
W*»u» Christ H««lst ?•&• 8U 'In Hit Ham*')
* *

*

Additional References from textbooks of CHARLES FILLMORE:
Teach Us to Pray: page 21 (prayer)
Christian Healing: pages 74, 77, 78, 80 (praise and prayer)
Jesus Christ HeaTs: pages 67-86; 111 (prayer)
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 126 (persistent prayer)

LESSON TWO
B.

HEALTH

1_. Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:
Section 14

"We believe that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is alive
and in the world today. We believe that the more
abundant life, which Jesus promised, is poured into
the race stream as a vitalizing energy, and that,
when accepted in faith, it purifies the life-flow in
our bodies and makes us immune to all diseased thoughts
and germs."

Section 19

"We believe that through conscious union with Jesus in
the regeneration man can transform his body and make it
perpetually healthy, therefore immortal, and that he
can attain eternal life in this way and in no other
way."
* * #

*&

U
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Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 2 material, pages 1 and 2:
"Every one instinctively feels that there must be a way to
health, an exact, sure way founded upon principle. There
is such a way. It may be found by the earnest student in
the doctrine of Jesus Christ. . . . If a cause is removed
its effect disappears. This is the right and only sure
method of wiping out the appearance of disease . . . If
mental and physical discords were real they could not be
healed."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 2, Annotation 1
"The one way to health is through the I AM, the Christ, in
man, which is the law of his being. . . . The one way to
health is to return to the source of health and learn the
laws that govern this state of purity and soundness. . . .
To be every whit whole one must not only learn the laws of
universal good but one must also be obedient to them in
every thought, feeling, word, action, and reaction."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 2, Annotation 2
"There is no reality in disease because any diseased
thought, feeling, belief, or condition can be changed,
by making a change in consciousness. God did not create
disease therefore it can be changed."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 2, Annotation 3
"From our Father in heaven or from perfect life we originate,
and because there is nothing in God, Divine Mind, other than
perfection in all ways, our heritage is health, wholeness,
and perfection here and now and forever."
* *

*

Additional References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 8, Annotation"%- (treatment)
How l used Truth", Lesson 10, AnnotationJF3(cause of sickness)
Series l, Lesson 2, Annotations 12 (treatment); 8 (forgiveness and healing); 17 (healing of diseases)
Series 2, Lesson 8, Annotation 10 (faith and healing)
General Test Questions, Annotation 13 (health)
* # #

/?

Lesson 2 continued
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3.. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"Man recognizes that health is fundamental in Being and
that health is his own divine birthright. It Is the orderly state of existence, but man must learn to use the knowledge of this truth to sustain the consciousness of health."
(Jesus Christ Heals; page 23)
* *

*

"Faith on the part of the patient or of someone connected
with him is found to be an important factor in absent healing." (Mysteries of John; page 54)
* * #

Health, real health, Is from within and does not have to be
manufactured in the without. It is the noraml condition
of man, a condition true to the reality of his being.
"The first step in all spiritual healing is the using of
faith, and the next step is to become open and receptive
to the stream of healing life. Spiritual healing restores
to perpetual health because It erases the error thought
and cleanses the mind." (Keep a True Lent; pages 173* 17*0
* *

*

"A healthy state of mind is attained and continued when the
thinker willingly lets go the old thoughts and takes on
the new." (Twelve Powers of Man; page 144)
* * #

Additional References from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE;
Keep a True Lent; page 20 (secret of healing) page 22
(health of body)
Jesus Christ Heals; pages 9, 11, 146, 168 (health)
Talks on Truth; pages 118-121 (health)
Twelve Powers of Man; pages 147-148; 157-158 (health)
Teach Us to Pray; pages 27-32 (faith and healing)

#

/ '

*W"

FUKCTIONS OP BODY
MYSTEKILS OP QliNESIS
Pi 177 —

"Hash function of oon*s organism la aplrltual at its
foundation, and whan he exercises it aa Intended by
IIvlna bind hla every breath and every heartbeat la
a aong of joy. Even the moat earthly functions way be
spiritualised and become sources of unending; pleasure."
eee

TEACH US TO PRAY
P. 177 —

"...you should be convinced that man and the universe are
under the direction of a supreme* being...that man seeda
but to conform to the lava of creative Kind In order to be
healthy, happy, and viae.

It logically occurs to yeu that

ALL RMIIKtr PhTHOIC, whether applied to self or to others,
consist in establishing the unity of the individual and
the universal consciousness.

Ho man heals himself or

another; the supreme Mind doea the work.

•The Father

abiding In me death his works,* said Jesus.

This la

the testimony of the truly viae.
fha first move in all healing is a HECOGHITIOH OH
THE PART OF THE HEALER and on the part of the patient
that ifod la PKiiSBBT AS /.JI ALL-PmtKKFJL HIRP, equal to
the healing of avery disease, no matter how bad it may
appear.••The beat way to establish unity with the Fatherkind la by prayer...Dp not look up or out for God, but
•pray to thy Father who la In secret (silently within
your own soul), and thy rather who aeeth in secret shall
reeompenaa thee.*

(page 178) Hany healers use the Lord's

Prayer at the beginning of every treatimtat. TALK TO GOD
AS IF HE WERE AK EHTITY PRgSEMT WITH1H YOU.

HE IS TO8IBLB

TO YOUB SOUL, and when you have attained the particular

p. 170 eont'd

Page 9

inner eonfidence sailed FAITH, you will realise visible
things."

TALKS ON TRUTH
P. 118 —

"Then IT I want to see the real expression of IIvine Mind
In ay body, all I have to do is to Image It mentally.

I

suet put my I As Identity into it and affirm that the par*
feet body, as Idealised by God, le now manifest in ay hands,
In my fast, in ay heart, and in every part of my organism.
(Starting here—these same words appear in ?• 20, KIRS? A
TRUE XJ3TT) IS THAT GOoL LOGIC?
work?

Of couree It will.

Of couree it Is. Will 1%

THIS IS THE REAL SECRET OF META-

PHYSICAL HEALING."
P. 119 —

"The body le wonderfully obedient to the I Am mind, baa tone
to do its bidding, and is renewed and transformed by a
thought.

But so many of us see the body ee it appears to

mortal sense, and by thus seeing it, we put it IZnLER THE LAIS
aOVETC'ISG TSE 3KE8E 30177.
of your aiind.'"

?B# ye transformed by the renewing

•'« know that we ere healed by right thought,

that we can and do raise these elak bodlee end restore them
to health, where is the limit to that heeling?

There is

none, be can go right on and PERFECT THE MAHIFESTATION OP THE
BODY. IPSA AS IT IS COSCBXVKA) IK DIVINE MINE. That le where
pure reason and logic sustain us. Ho matter bow many people
have died or how many are going to die, the logic ic good If
It proves the healing of EVEN ORE ILL."
•

«• •

TEACH OS TO PRAY
P. 178 — "ReawAmber that the objeet of a l l treatment l e t o RAISE
mm

TO THE CHRIST COsoOIOUSKESS, through which e l l

lag l e ACCOHPIISHED."

Vswe?

2 0

Section 9

healing

Page 10

JESUS CHRIST REALS
P. 58 —

"All thinking people In this day accept without question
the Tact that the BODY la mowed by ths mind; and those who
hare made a STUDY OF KENYA L PROCESSES hare found that all
the CONDITIONS OF THB BODY ARE BROUGHT ABOTJT. BY THE MINDf
also that there Is a law of right thought and that a departure from that law is sin or 'Biasing one*a aim,* which is
the original Hebrew conception of sin**
# •» e

* /

SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"

LESSON THREE
This lesson covers the following subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 27
and b.
A.

The Will of God; the Word or Logos; Steps in
creation and how man "makes" his world.

B.

The Twelve Powers of Man.

Compiled by
Unity Correspondence School

UNITY SCHOOL OF CHRISTIANITY
LEE'S SUMMIT, MISSOURI
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SYLLABUS for this lesson is built around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF PAITH,
the CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OP CHARLES FILLMORE.
LESSON THREE
A.

The Will of God; the Word or Logos; steps
in creation and how man "makes" his world.

1. Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH;
Section 27 "We believe that the Word of God is the thought of God
expressed in creative ideas and that these ideas are
the primal attributes of all enduring entities in the
universe, visible and invisible. The Logos of the first
chapter of the Gospel of John is the God idea or Christ
that produced Jesus, the perfect man. We believe that
the Scriptures are the testimonials of men who have in
a measure apprehended the divine Logos but that their
writings should not be taken as final."
*

2.

*

*

Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 1, Annotation •!& /yiijuA^^LA

^

"God is the Spirit of Absolute Good, thus His will is good
will. Will means inclination, plan, pleasure, purpose,
choice, intention. God's will, then, is His purpose,
plan, of Absolute Good for man and all creation, at all
times, and in all ways. . . . His will, or plan, for man
is that he shall express and manifest the perfection that
God imaged for him at creation."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 1, Annotation 12
"God's will is God's^jjurjapse, intent. plan, or law for
man, His beloved son. God's will for man is called I AM,
God's law. God's will for man is that he manifest the
fullness of God's nature . . . "
*

*

*

How I Used Truth, Lesson 9, Annotation-2 V ^ y ^ T ^ ^ ^ /
"When we write 'Word' with a capital 'W,• we refer to the
Logos, the form or thought which expresses the idea of
God in all its fullness; we refer to the creative power
of God . . . we refer to the infolding and unfolding
creative process by which all things are made . . . we
Teach Ua To Pray, page 167
^»

Lesson 3 continued
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continued
signify the creative power of God going through the entire
process of creation in an orderly sequence . . . "
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 1
"The Word of God is Divine Mind in action. The Word is God
in His capacity as creative power. . . . The word 'Logos'
in the original writings means all the inherent potentialities active in Being, the creative power, the ability to
reproduce out of itself that which it is. The Logos is the
Word, the thought-word, the creative idea, the creative
power to reproduce Itself out of what is inhering within it
. . . The Logos is the rational principle of the universe,
it is both reason and speech. In man, it is also called
I AM, Jehovah God, or Lord God, Christ, Spiritual Man,
Image of God, composite idea, Only Begotten, Son of God,
Seed of God; the Logos is the working power of God."
* # *

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 2
"The universe, the aggregate of all that is, was created
by the Word of God, the creative power of God, reproducing
Itself, moving ideas into activity in Divine Mind."
*

* *

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 3
"Man makes' his world through the activity of ideas in his
consciousness, ideas of wisdom, power, intelligence, substance, and love. . . . In the Christ, or true Self, man
has the power to bring into manifestation whatever he has
in the ideal. But unless man is unified with this Christ
principle and guided by it in his thought, then his forms
(formations) are not permanent."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 4
"Man may have a perfect body and a perfect world when he
understands and makes the right use of the Word of God,
the creative power of God, which is man's formative
power of thought. The Word contains all the attributes
(ideas) of God. When the thoughts, feelings, and words
of man are charged with a full understanding . . . he
consciously applies this knowledge in all his feeling,
thinking, speaking, and living . . . show forth a perfect
body and a perfect world."
* * »
< * /
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continued
0]^<^0^/1/V'rv6

How I Used Truth, Lesson 9, Annotation 3

"There areJ3eyen_step3 in the creative process. The first
step and each succeeding step, when completed, is called
a day. The term 'day' does not refer to a twenty-fourhour day in time as we know it, but to orderly sequence.
The seven steps or days outlined in Genesis are found in
all creative processes:
First.
Light, intelligence as the governing power in
creation, principle (law in movement) .
Second. The firmament, faith in God as a definite starting point; perceiving power.
Third.
Dry land and vegetation, imagination forming a
vision, picture forming idea. . . .
Fourth. Lights in the firmament, sun, moon, and stars;
understanding, will, and the perceptive faculties. .
Fifth.
Living creatures in water and air: an image of the
4 ^ LurL.C <• unfolding of discrimination, discernment, and the
.^L-<M&> ^ judgment faculties . . .
Sixth.
Man and other living creatures on the earth: ideas
f"
of life and substance made intelligently alive in
7A^ ^
t a n orderly way; ideas formed after their kind;
'n^^t^
ideas fulfilling their purpose.
Seventh. The Sabbath, day of rest; resting assured; knowing;
realization and understanding that the law has been

fulfilled."

/T^^rV?

How I Used Truth, Lesson 9, Annos -6 •aiiU~~IT
"

* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:

7

How I Used Truth: Lesson 5, Annotation 4£- (Will of God)
Series 2, Lesson 10, Annotation 4 (Will of God)
How I Used Truth: Lesson 9, Annotation ~3r, (creation)
# # *

3_. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"In pure metaphysics there is but one word, the Word of
God. This is the original creative Word, or thought,
of Being. It is the 'God said1 of Genesis. It is referred to in the 1st chapter of John as the L o g o s . . . .
it includes wisdom, judgment, power, and, in fact, all
the inherent potentialities of Being. . . . it is God as
creative power. . . . Divine Mind expresses its Word, and
through the activity of that Word the universe is brought
forth. . . . The perfect Word of God is spiritual man.
(Christian Healing: page 6l)
Twelve Powers of Man, pages 106, 107
— — — — — — — — — — — — -

„

^

^

Christian Healing, page lo
"When it dawns upon man that he has within him the primal

Lesson 3 continued
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continued
spiritual spark of God, the living Word or Logos, and
that through the Word he is identified with the original
Mind, he has the key to infinite soul unfoldment." (Jesus
Christ Heals; page 144)
"*"
* *

*

"Being, the original fount, is an impersonal principle;
but in its work of creation it puts forth an idea that
contains all ideas: the Logos, Word, Christ, the Son of
God, or spiritual man . . . the true inner self of every
individual." (Mysteries of John: page 76)
*

*

*

Days (steps) of creation.
"The first step in creation is the awakening of man to
spiritual consciousness, the dawning of light in his mind
. . . Light is wisdom; and the first day's work is the
calling of light or wisdom into expression." (Mysteries
of Genesis : page 14)
"The second step in creation is the development of faith
or the 'firmament.'" (Mysteries of Genesis: page 16)
"The third step in creation is the beginning of the formative
activity of the mind called imagination." (Mysteries of
Genesis: page 18)
"The fourth step in creation is the development of the 'two
great lights' . . . The "greater light*' in mind, is understanding and the 'lesser light' is the will. . . . The
'stars' represent man's perceptive faculties including his
ability to perceive weight, size, color, sound, and the
like." (Mysteries of Genesis: pages 19, 20)
"The fifth step in creation is the bringing forth of
sensation and discrimination. . . . ideas of discrimination
and judgment are developed. . . . Another step in spiritual
growth is worked out in consciousness when the individual
enters into the quickening of his judgment and seeks to
conform his ideas to those of Divine Mind." (Mysteries of
Genesis: pages 22, 23)
"The sixth step in creation is the bringing forth of ideas
after their kind. . . . On the sixth day of creation ideas
of life are set into activity." (Mysteries of Genesis:
page 24)
"All is finished first in consciousness and mind then rests,
in faith, from further mental activity. This 'rest' precedes manifestation. The seventh day refers to the mind's
realization of fulfillment, its resting in the assurance

Lesson 3 continued
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continued
that all that has been imaged in it will come forth in
expression. . . . To hallow the seventh day is to rest in
the stillness, quiet, and peace of the silence of Mind. . .
Holiness is resting in the conviction that there is no
lack in the absolute law . . . God has finished creating
His universe, including man, and is resting in His perfect
idea." (Mysteries of Genesis: page 31)
* *

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Talks on Truth: page 68 (The Word)
Keep a True Lent: page 15 (The Word)
Mysteries of Genesis: pages 14, 26, 27 (creation)
Atom Smashing Power of Minds pages 93> 9k
LESSON THREE
B.

The Twelve Powers of Man.

1_. Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:
Section 6

"We believe in the twelve disciples, the twelve powers
of man, going forth into mind and body with power and
authority to teach, preach, heal, and wholly save man
and the world from sin, sickness, and death."
*

Subject:
2.

*

*

THE TWELVE POWERS OF MAN.

References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 2, Lesson 7 (material) pages 5* 6"
"The twelve apostles are symbolized by twelve thought
agents in man. . . . These . . . preside over and direct
the work of the human consciousness. . . . As man develops
his spiritual nature he becomes conscious of the whole
twelve faculties and calls them to the work of redeeming
man, even as Jesus called His disciples."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 7 , Annotation 1
"Man has twelve spiritual faculties, twelve centers of
consciousness, and when these faculties are fully expressed, man, as I AM, the Christ, the image-likeness
of God, is in conscious-at-one-ment with God, his source,

& 2?

Lesson 3 continued
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and the resultant manifestation is fulfillment, completion, wholeness, perfection."
* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Lessons in Truth, Lesson 2, Annotation 4 (love) .
Lessons in TrutF, Lesson 6, Annotations 1, 2, 3, 4 (faith)
Lessons in Truth", Lesson 2, Annotation 6 (power).
yv
s\
How I Used Truth, Lesson 10, Annotations lO^-l^ ( l i f e y / J ^ ^ *
Series 2, Lesson 7, Annotations 2, 5 (twelve faculties) . "!>
Series 2, Lessons 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12
* *

*

3_. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"The Grand Man, Christ, has twelve powers, represented in
history of Jesus by the twelve apostles. So each one of
has twelve powers to make manifest, to bring out and use
the attainment of his ideals." (Keep a True Lent: page
*

*

the
us
in
113)

*

"These twelve powers are all expressed and developed under
the guidance of Divine Mind. . . . you must, in all the
bringing forth of the twelve powers of man, realize that
they come from God: that they are directed by the Word of
God, and that man (Jesus) is their head." (The Twelve
Powers of Man: page 23)
*

*

*

"We can call our twelve powers into spiritual activity only
through Christ. If we try to effect this end by any other
means, we shall have an abnormal, chaotic, and unlawful
soul unfoldment." (The Twelve Powers of Man: page 50)
* *

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
The Twelve Powers of Man; Introduction; and page 16 (faculEntire book.
ties listed), also
References to various faculties:
page £2.
Faith:

Keep a True Lent: pages 148, 149.
Teach Us to Pray: page 158.
Jesus Christ Heals : page 101.
Christian HeanngT page 86.

Strength:
f

Keep a True Lent: pages 149, 150.
Mysteries of John: page 20.

M of G, p 23^
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Love:,

Keep a True Lent: pages 151, 152.
Christian Healing: page 130.
Talks on Truth: pages 55* 153.

Judgment'

eep a True Lent: pages 182, 183.
fhrlstlan
Healing: page 120.

Power:

Keep a True Lent: pages 153* 154.
Jesus Christ Heals: pages 25* 26.

Imagination:

Keep a True Lent: pages 154, 155Christian Healing: page 98.
Mysteries of Genesis : page 293 .

Understanding: Keep a True Lent: pages 155, 156.
Christian Healing: page 112.
Teach Us to PrayT pages 129* 130.
Will:

Keep a True Lent: pages 156, 157* 191*-.
Christian Healing: page 108.

Order (law)

Keep a True Lent: pages 147* 158, 159.
Jesus Christ He"als: page 117.
Mysteries of Genes"is: page 241.

Zeal:

Keep a True Lent: pages 159, 160.
Mysteries or genesis: page 241.
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 27.

Renunciation (elimination): Keep a True Lent: pages 160,
161, 141 (denial).
Mysteries of Genesis: pages 78,
'
'
79.
Life:

Keep a True Lent: pages 161,
162; 12^, 123.
Christian Healing: page 13.
Jesus Christ HeaTs: pages 104,
105.

Understandingi Twelve Powers of Man, page 104
Will:

Twelve Powers of Man, pages 101, 105

Strength:

Mysteries of Genesis, page 238

& *f

SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"

LESSON FOUR
This lesson covers the following subjects;
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 4, 5, 2,
3, 12, 24, 26
A.

The Holy Spirit.

B.

Christ, Jesus, Jesus Christ; the Son of God.

C.

The Atonement (or at-one-ment).

D.

The Second Coming of Jesus Christ.

E.

Jehovah God; Christ perfection.

Compiled by
Unity Correspondence School

UNITY SCHOOL OF CHRISTIANITY
LEE'S SUMMIT, MISSOURI
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SYLLABUS f o r t h i s l e s s o n i s b u i l t around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF FAITH,
t h e CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OF CHARLES FILLMORE.
LESSON FOUR
A.
1.

The Holy S p i r i t .

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 4

"We believe in the Holy Spirit, which baptizes the universe and man with the thoughts of God, and perpetually
establishes the divine law in all manifestation."

Section 5

"We believe in the supremacy and the eternity of the
good, as the one and only objective of man and of all
things visible and invisible."
# * *

2.

Q u o t a t i o n s from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:

/

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5> Annotat^non &"The Holy Spirit is the whole Spirit of God in movement,
•>
the all-sufficiency in all things. . . . The Holy Spirit
is the activity of God as the Comforter, the guide, the
protector, the reminder, the revealer, the inspirer, the
supplier, the Teacher, and the like. . . . the whole
substance of God in motion . . . We speak of the trinity
as Mind, Idea, and Expression; . . . the Holy Spirit
is Expression."
*

*

*

/

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5> Annotation>9"This unfolding, developing or growing process we call
the Holy Spirit . . . the Holy Spirit is expression or
the development of the idea in the consciousness of man."
* *

*

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 11, Annotation 7
"The Holy Spirit . . . is 'God in movement.1 . . . the
third phase of God's three-fold nature . . . the Expression or Breath of God. It is God moving in man and
throughout the universe to accomplish His will or plan
of Absolute Good."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 2, Annotation 1
"Holy Spirit is God in movement, the working, moving,

3/
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breathing, brooding of Spirit, made known to men through
revelation, inspiration, and guidance."
* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 7, Annotation 9 (Godhead)
uenerai Test questions, Annotation 7 (Spirit of Truth)
*

3.

*

*

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"The Holy Spirit is just what the name implies, the whole
Spirit of God in action." (Jesus Christ Heals: page 182)
* * #

"Holy Spirit is the love of Jehovah taking care of the
human family, and love is always feminine. Love is the
great harmonizer and healer, and whoever calls upon God
as Holy Spirit for healing is calling upon the divine love."
(Jesus Christ Heals: page 183)
* *

*

"The early disciples knew the Holy Spirit as the third
person of the Trinity. . . . The Spirit is the infinite
breath of God." (Talks on Truth: page 134)
* # *

"The Holy Spirit is the only authorized interpreter of the
gospel of Jesus Christ, and no man can know what His
doctrine is unless he gets it direct from this one and
only custodian. It is not to come secondhand, but each
for himself must receive it from the Holy Spirit, who is
sent by the Father in the name of the Son." (Talks on
Truth: page 133)
*

*

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Keep a True Lent: pages 14-17 (Holy Trinity)
Teach Us to Pray: page 124 (Spirit of Truth)
Mysteries of Jo*hn« pages 19, 81 (Holy Spirit)
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary: page 629 (Holy Spirit)
LESSON FOUR
B.

Christ, Jesus, Jesus Christ; the Son of God.

31
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U n i t y 1 s STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 2

"We believe in Christ, the Son of God, in whom is
imaged the ideal creation, with perfect man on the
throne of dominion."

Section 3

"We believe in Christ Jesus, the Son of God made manifest in Jesus of Nazareth, who overcame death, and who
is now with us in His perfect body as the Way-Shower in
regeneration for all men."
* *

2.

*

References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 2, Lesson 2 (material) pages 1, 2:
"God the Father, Divine Mind, created the idea of man,
and this idea is His Son . . . the perfect-man idea . . .
the I AM, Christ, the Word, Jehovah, the only begotten
of the Father . . . From the historical standpoint the
terms, Christ, Jesus, and Jesus Christ, are names or
titles that are applied to the man of Nazareth . . .
From the metaphysical or the spiritual standpoint, the
terms . . . represent spiritual principles and laws
that are eternal and omnipresent . . .
Christ is the image of God, the Word, the Son, the Law,
the pattern of perfection in each person . . . the composite Idea that contains all the divine ideas . . . the
•seed of God' that is able to reproduce itself out of the
substance inhering within it. Christ is spiritual man, I
AM, Jehovah God, the Lord God.
Jesus is the understanding use of the Christ principle, the
understanding use of the pattern of perfection . . . the
energy and the understanding to bring forth in the visible
realm all that is in the 'seed,' the Christ. . . . the
growth of the seed . . . the unfolding and the developing
of all the qualities or ideas of Christ. . . . the name
of the principle in man that ever works to bring forth
the perfection of man . . . the perfect response and
obedience to the law of life . . . the individual unfoldment and evolution of the Christ, the 'seed of God.'
"Jesus Christ is the "And the Word became flesh . . . "
tJohn I:i4;. . . . the perfect manifestation of the 'seed
of God'. . . the perfect fulfillment in man . . . as the
result of the conscious union of the Christ idea and the
Jesus principle in the human consciousness. . . the manifestation of the Christ idea . . . understood and intelligently used by the thinking and feeling phases of
man's being . . . the ideal man in God-Mind . . . This
Jesus Christ principle in its activity unfolds all that
has been infolded as God's idea of Himself. . . . the
Omnipresent Principle, present with us as the fulfillment
of the promise, 'Lo, I am with you alway' (Matt. 28:20)."

* **

3 >5
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Lesson 4 continued
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continued

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 14 (Christ and Jesus).
How I Used Truth: Lesson 1, Annotation 1 (Christ).
Series 2, Lesson 2, Annotation 6 (Christ; Jesus; Jesus
Christ).
Series 2, Lesson 3, Annotations 4, 5 (Jehovah; ideal and
manifest man).
* * *

3.

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"To the metaphysical Christian—that is, to him who studies
the spiritual man—Christ is the name of the supermind and
Jesus is the name of the personal consciousness. The
spiritual man is God's Son; the personal man is man's son."
(Jesus Christ Heals: page 10)
Mysteries of Genesis, page 33
Meta. Bible Dictionary, page 291*MI AM"
"Jehovah of the Old Testament is the I AM, or Christ of
God invisible; the Messiah is the promise of the visible
manifestation of that I AM or Christ, and Jesus Christ is
the fulfillment in man of that original spiritual I AM, or
Jehovah.
"Christ is the divine-idea man. Jesus is the name that
represents an individual expression of the Christ idea."
(Metaphysical Bible Dictionary: page 150)
* * *

"Jesus so identified Himself with the living Word that His
words became, like it, creative. He submerged His personality
in God-Mind until He became the expression of that mind, the
idea clothed in flesh." (Mysteries of John: pages 65, 66)
* *

*

"Those who study the life of Jesus in its personal aspect,
to the exclusion of the spiritual, sense the wonderful
possibilities within man and the universe. One who does
not develop his own spiritual nature cannot see the
spiritual nature of Jesus or in other men who are following Jesus in the regeneration." (Atom-Smashing Power of
Mind: page 166)
Atom Smashing Power of Mind, page 122
TC

ifr

T&

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Jesus Christ Heals: pages 11, 12 (Christ; Jesus Christ).
Talks on Truth: page 169 (Christ; Jesus Christ).
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary: page 345 (Jesus).
3
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LESSON POUR

C.
1.

The Atonement (or at-one-ment).

U n i t y ' s STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 12

"We believe in the at-one-ment that Jesus re-established
between God and man, and that through Jesus we can regain our original estate as sons of God."
* #

2.

*

Q u o t a t i o n s from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 2, Lesson 4, Annotation 11:
"Jesus Christ is Savior of mankind, the human family, because the Jesus Christ principle individuated in each and
every human being unfolds the entire consciousness of each
individual divinely and also the consciousness of humanity
as a whole. This principle in its action unites the superconscious, the conscious, and the subconscious spheres of
man's being making them one."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 4, Annotation 12:
"The original meaning of the verb 'atone' in English was
to 'make at one1 by reconciling differences between those
who had been at variance. God is the principle of good,
good in its perfectness. Men in their primitive state of
knowing have felt themselves separated from goodness and
peace by looking upon God as a 'holy Being' and feeling
their iniquity (inequality) in not being able to measure
up to His standard of holiness. Jesus of Nazareth taught
at-one-ment . . . God and man as one is the all important
truth . . . Jesus, the man, taught the relationship of God
and man as Father and son. . . . He showed men their likeness to God . . . encouraged them to claim and prove this
oneness as He had done . . . instructed them how to put
away all their limited beliefs in sin and lack by denials
and release the God nature through claiming their divinity,
their oneness. Jesus did not make the atonement for
them . . . showed them how to re-establish the ideal . . .
to work out their own salvation."
*

* *

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 2, Lesson 2, Annotation 16 (atonement)
How I Used Truth, Lesson 1, Annotation J-, (Jesus as Savior)
* *

*

35"
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3_. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"We have been taught by the church that Jesus died for
us—as an atonement for our sins. By human sense this belief has been materialized into a flesh-and-blood process,
in which the death of the body on the cross played the
important part. . . . Jesus of Nazareth played an important part in opening the way for every one of us into
the Father's kingdom. However, that way was not through
His death on the cross, but through His overcoming death."
(Talks on Truth: page 164)
* *

*

"Jesus Christ broke through the crystallized thought strata
and opened the way for all those who will follow Him.
"By so doing He made a connection between our state of
consciousness and the more interior one of the Father—He
united them—made them a unit—one, hence the at-one-ment
or atonement through Him." (Tallies' on Truth; page 166).
* * #

"Realization means at-one-ment, completion, perfection,
wholeness, repose, resting in God. . . . as man lays hold
of the indwelling Christ he is raised out of the Adam or
dark consciousness into the Christ consciousness. This
at-one-ment with God brings a lasting joy that cannot be
taken away." (Jesus Christ Heals; page 40)
* *

*

"Atonement means the reconciliation between God and men
through Christ. Jesus became the way by which all who
accept Him may 'pass over' to the higher consciousness.
We have atonement through Him." (Keep a True Lent; page
185)
*

*

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE;
Mysteries of John;

page 149 (atonement)

3t
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LESSON POUR

D.
1.

The Second Coming of Jesus Christ

Unity's STATEMENT OP FAITH:

Section 24 " We believe that the 'second coming' of Jesus Christ is
now being fulfilled, that His Spirit is quickening the
whole world.
'For as the lightning cometh forth from the east,
and is seen even unto the west; so shall be the coming
of the Son of man.'
'Watch therefore: for ye know not on what day your
Lord cometh.'"
*

*

*

Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE;
Series 1, Lesson 4, page 6, para. 3
"As often as ye eat this bread, and drink the cup, ye proclaim the Lord's death till he come." I Cor. 11:26.
His SECOND COMING has been a matter of controversy, always because the letter was read instead of the
spirit. All the symbols that are given in the description of His second coming have a spiritual application. He
comes when He is received into your consciousness and revealed to you as your own Lord."

3.

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"Let us cease expecting Christ to come in bodily form; let
us turn our attention to His risen body already with us.
In this way we shall co-operate with Him in setting up
the kingdom of the heavens on the earth. In Matthew
24:23-27 Jesus gave the strongest kind of warning against
the idea of the personal appearance of the Christ . . . .
Jesus' own words . . . should have greater weight than
Paul's theory that Jesus will appear with a great shout
in the clouds of heaven, which has been interpreted literally as the personal appearance of Jesus in the sky."
(Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 171) also page 170)
*

*

*

"Christ, second coming of—The awakening and the regeneration
of the subconscious mind through the superconsclous or
Christ Mind." (The Revealing Word: page 36)
* *

*

"Jesus did not go to a faraway heaven, there to abide to
the great day of His 'Second Coming.' He explained again
and again . . . that He would continue to exist in the
etheric realm that He called 'the heavens.' He appeared
after His crucifixion to five hundred at one time, and to
many others: notably Paul, whom He converted by talking to
him out of the ether. This all confirms His promise *Lo,

37
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continued
I am with you always, even unto the end of the world.'"
(Jesus Christ Heals: page 12)
*

*

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 169 (second coming).
Jesus Christ Heals: pages 149* 150 (second coming).
Keep a True Lent: page 26 (second coming).
LESSON FOUR
E.

Jehovah God; Christ perfection.

1. Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:
Section 26

"We believe that JehovahJIod is incarnate in Jesus_JIhrJ.st
and that all men may attain the "Christ perfection by
living the righteous life. 'Ye therefore shall be
perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.'"
*

2.

*

*

References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 8, Annotation 19"
"The Lord is the Spirit of God individuated in each and
every human being. In the Old Testament it is called the
Lord God, Jehovah God, Lord Jehovah; and in the New
Testament it is referred to as the Lord Jesus Christ."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 3> Annotation 4
"Jehovah, the Lord God of the Scriptures, is the name that
is given to spiritual man, the image of God. 'And God
said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness1
(Gen. 1:26) . Jehovah is God individualized in man as
the creative power of God, the law of man's being.
Jehovah is the creative life principle . . . "
* * *

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
7
How I Used Truth, Lesson 8, Annotation -33-(Jehovah; Lord) .
Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 10 (Christ righteousness).

It
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continued
Series 2, Lesson 2, Annotations 14 and 16 (Manifesting and
abiding in Christ).
Series 2, Lesson 3, Annotations 5, 6 (Jehovah).
* *

3.

•

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"Spiritually classified, the Jehovah of the Old Testament
is identical with the Christ In the New." (Jesus Christ
Heals: page 155)
*

*

*

"Jehovah means the I AM, which is also the meaning of the
Christ or the supermind." (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind:
page 80)
* # *

"Jesus Christ's real name is Jehovah, I AM. The personal
man Jesus Is merely the veil or mask worn by the spiritual
man Christ or Jehovah." (Jesus Christ Heals: page 157)
* * #

"Christ Is the one true pattern for man and . . . each of us
should achieve the fulfillment of the divine design. 'Let
us make man in our image, after our likeness.' . . . we
must look for Christ in ourselves, precisely as the man
Jesus found the Christ in Himself." (Atom-Smashing Power
of Mind: page 122)
* *

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Mysteries of Genesis: pages 12, 28 (Jehovah).
Jesus Christ Heals: pages 182, I83 (Jehovah).
Talks on Truth! pages 14, 15 (Jehovah).
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SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"

LESSON FIVE
This lesson covers the following subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 7
and 10
A.

God as the Supplier; substance and matter;
prosperity; law of giving and receiving; free-will offerings.

B.

Creative Power of thoughts and words.
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SYLLABUS for this lesson is built around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF FAITH,
the CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OF CHARLES FILLMORE".
~~~
LESSON FIVE
A.

1.

God as the Supplier; substance and matter;
prosperity; law of giving and receiving; freewill offerings.

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH;

Section 7

"We believe that 'God is spirit,' as Jesus taught, and
that all of His Spirit is with us at all times, supplying every need."
* * *

2.

/

Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE;

,,)0^

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5, Annotation jlJP"There is only one source from which all living ideas and
all living objects proceed. We call this source God, the
Father. God is Spirit or Father of all that is. As
Father He is the cause, that which originates or starts
life and mind . . . As source God continually sustains
and supplies each expression with all that is necessary
for its development. . . . God is the cause and source of
the mind and life that is being expressed everywhere.

* **

(\f^^
J

9j^

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5, Annotation
fuilP^
"God, Spirit Substance, the great reservoir of unexpressed
good, the fountainhead of all divine ideas, indwelling man
as I AM, is that which supplies each soul with the fulfillment of its own particular desires in abundant measure. . .
Everything that we see with our human eyes in this manifest
world has its origin in Spirit substance as an idea."
*

*

^

*

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5, Annotation ^
"God immanent means God indwelling, inherent, remaining
within, intrinsic in every thing that has come forth into
expression and manifestation. . . . He constantly remains
within all that He has created, ready, willing, and able
to provide anything and everything that man and the universe
need for a full and free expression of that for which they
were created. . . . It is God's plan or purpose that all
demands shall be met and full satisfaction be attained by
all creation, man included."

* **

£//
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Series 1, Lesson 3 (Material), pages 1, 2, 3.
"True prosperity is a rich state of mind, a consciousness
of rich ideas, a consciousness which recognizes the individual's oneness with Infinite Mind, with all the ideas
of supply and service which inhere in that Mind or Mind
Essence . . . 'Prosperity is the enrichment man gains
inwardly through the right use of divine ideas.' . . .
the consciousness of continued well-being man derives from
an understanding of his Source and Sustenance . . . a
state of consciousness in which there is no lack of anything good . . . the consciousness of abundance based on
an understanding of God as the inexhaustible resource of
good . . . Substance is Mind Essence, the body of God; it
is Omnipresence, all penetrating, all potential, all intelligent, all providing, all sustaining . . . the
foundation of the universe . . . Prom this . . . substance
man forms in his mind mental images or pictures of whatever he wills or desires . . . take shape in the outer . .
as things, circumstances and conditions . . . known as
formed substance, matter or material things." . . . The
substance or Mind essence never changes, but the form or
appearance of things and conditions change according to
the understanding and use of man's thought power. . . .
'Form5 or matter is substance condensed so that it is
visible in a three-dimensional world. . . . One definition
that Webster gives of substance is: that in which
properties inhere. Unity refers to it as 'thought stuff,'
'mind stuff,' the raw material out of which all things are
made."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 3> Annotation 1
"Prosperity is a rich state of mind . . . Manifest man is
prosperous when he has peace of mind, an understanding
heart, and joy and satisfaction in handling his affairs
through knowing the one Creative Mind as his unfailing
supply and support."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 3* Annotation 2
"Substance is Mind essence, the body of God; it is
Omnipresence, the foundation of the universe and of
man's spirit, soul, body. It is the Mind essence in
which 'we live, and move, and have our being' (Acts
17:28)."
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 3, Annotation 3
"Matter is formed substance, the form or appearance of
Mind essence after it has passed through the mind or

V*
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continued
consciousness of man. . . . substance, the invisible
Mind essence, never changes . . . is the raw material
out of which all things are made . . . Matter is form,
it is the shape that substance fills or takes as it
appears in the manifest realm . . . what we see and
handle with our five senses . . . substance is the
lasting, enduring essence, while matter is the temporary
form that substance has taken."
*

*

*

Series 1, Lesson 3, Annotation 9
"In his true being man is both producer and consumer.
Unless he maintains a balance . . . he produces discord . . . Where he seeks to retain more than he can
consume he causes . . . disease . . . in his own being
. . . upsets the balance for others. . . . When one
consumes more than he produces . . . discord, inharmony
e n s u e s . . . . The law of giving and receiving is the
universal law of supply and demand. It is the law of
reciprocity operating between God and man."
* # #

Test Questions, Annotation 15
"Unity firmly believes that if we trust God and give good
service, all needs will be met abundantly and it will not
be necessary to have to ask for money or to make charges
for a spiritual service or to charge high prices for the
literature. . . . The true source of our supply and prosperity is God, and if we look away from God to a personality
for recompense we turn our thoughts from God . . . and also
place man in bondage by looking to him for pay. . . . The
entire Unity work has always been based on the just and
equitable law, 'Give, and it shall be given unto you'
(Luke 6s38)."
*

*

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE?

/yil/M %

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5, Annotation~T/(substance)
Uow I Used Truth", Lesson 9, Annotation 9 (God does not withhold)
How I Used Truth", Lesson 9, Annotation.-8" (substance waiting
(0
for man) .
Series 1, Lesson 3 - all Annotations cover subject of Prosperity but the following should be especially checkeds
Annotations 7, 19 (building consciousness of substance)
Annotation 10 (giving and receiving)
Annotation 11 (luck)
Annotation 12 (overcoming worry about supply)
^
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Annotation 14 (income and supply)
Annotation 15 (faithfulness)
Series 2, Lesson 1, Annotation 14 (how Jesus fed multitude)
Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 12 (words to use)
General Test Questions, Annotation 8 (prosperity; substance; ideas).
* *

3.

*

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"Divine ideas are man's inheritance . . . ideas are the
foundation and cause of all that man desires. . . . All
the ideas contained in the one Father-Mind are at the
mental command of its offspring." (Christian Healing:
page 13)
* *

*

"Prosperity—The consciousness of God as the abundant,
everywhere present resource, unfailing, ready for all
who open themselves to it through faith. . . .
"The difference between spiritual prosperity and material
prosperity is that spiritual prosperity is founded on
understanding of the inexhaustible, omnipresent substance
of Spirit as the source of supply; the material belief is
that the possession of things constitutes prosperity."
(The Revealing Word: page 158)
* *

*

"It is perfectly logical to assume that a wise and competent Creator would provide for the needs of His
creatures in their various stages of growth. . . . The
Father has provided a universal seed substance that
responds with magical power to the active mind of man. . . .
"What we need to realize . . . is that God has provided
for the most minute needs of our daily life." (Foreword
to Prosperity).
* # *

"It Is not money, but the love of money, that Is the root
of all evil. What men need to know is that money represents
a mind substance of unlimited abundance and accessibility.
. . . If the mind is . . . lovingly concentrated upon the
divine substance, there is never failure in the demonstration." (Keep a True Lent: page 106)
* *

*

"There is a law of giving and receiving and it requires

*T
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study if we would use it in our prosperity demonstrations.
It is a law of mind action . . . The law of giving and
receiving . . . is found to be applicable to all commercial
as well as our social relationships." (Prosperity: page
*

*

*

"Everywhere true metaphysicians are preparing themselves
to be members in the great colony that Jesus Christ is to
set up . . . A step in this direction is the gradual introduction of the 'freewill offering1 plan to replace the
world's commercial standard of reward for services. . . .
There is a divine law of equilibrium in financial matters
that corresponds to the law of balance and poise that holds
the suns and the planets in place." (Prosperity: pages
149-150).
* *

*

"God ideas are the source of all that appears."
Christ Heals: page 178)

(Jesus

* * #

"God creates through the action of His Mind, and all things
rest on ideas." (Mysteries of Genesis: page 14)
*

*

*

Other references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Teach Us to Pray: page 60 (cells; energy, light).
keep a True LehT: pages 101-109 (abundance)
Prosperity: pages 9, 14, 15 .> 85, 86 (demonstration; prosperity; substance).
Prosperity: page 10 (matter)
Prosperity: page 26 (ideas)
Prosperity: page 60 (demonstration)
Christian Healing: page 66 (ideas)
LESSON FIVE
B.

Creative Power of Thoughts
and Words.

1. Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:
Section 10

"We believe in the creative power of thoughts and words;
that they do accomplish that whereto they are sent and
that all men are held accountable for even their lightest
words ."
y/*C'—
*

*

*
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References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE;
How I Used Truth, Lesson 9, Annotation

4AW^^

"Man is created in the image of God . . . is the highest
manifestation of God because he has ability to conceive
images through the power of thought. He also has the
power of speech by which he brings into manifestation in
the visible world the forms that he conceives with his
mind. By speech he also unites himself with the rest of
humanity. . . . can do abstract thinking."
*

* *

.

How I Used Truth, Lesson 9, Annotation p
"Divine substance is Mind essence . . . Anything that we
can possibly conceive is waiting as an idea in this spiritual substance . . . never forced on man. He must lay hold
of it by faith . . . Having so grasped the substance that
underlies all visible things, he, by his spiritual word,
'speaks' into substance the particular blessing that is
needful at the time."
* * *

ff

How I Used Truth, Lesson 9, Annotation~¥1
"Man 'makes' or forms his body and his world by his use of
ideas and words, by the way he thinks, feels, and speaks.
God, in creating, felt 'good,' and 'very good' (Genesis
1:31) . In man the feeling represents the natural impulse
of consciousness. His 'speaking' is the expression or
projection of his thought into the outer."
* * #

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 7
"Man has 'whatsoever he saith' (Mark 11:23 A. V.) regardless
of whether he thinks and expresses from the human consciousness or from the consciousness of the Christ . . . man being
like God also forms or produces by the power of his thoughtword."
*

*

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series
Series
Series
Series

2,
2,
2,
2,

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

4,
5,
5,
5,

Annotations 1 and 16 (thinking).
Annotation 1 (control of thoughts}
Annotation 2 (control of thoughts)
Annotations 3, 4, 5, 7 , 8 (denial and
affirmation)
Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotations 10 and 12 (words for health
and abundance)
*

*

*

?6
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Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"The thinking faculty in you makes you a free agent, because it is your creative center; in and through this one
power you establish your consciousness—you build your
world." (The Revealing Word: page 193)
* *

*

"Words.—The vehicle through which ideas make themselves
manifest." (The Revealing Word: page 213)
* *

*

"Every word we speak goes forth from our mouth charged with
atomic energies that vibrate at a definite numerical rate.
According to science every atom is composed of protons and
electrons, the number of electronic elements in an atom
determining the character of the substance. Now we see
that modern science is proving the truth of Jesus' statement
that we shall be held accountable for every word we speak."
(Jesus Christ Heals: page 174)
* *

*

"The creative power of man's word is in proportion to his
understanding of God-Mind and his unity with its law."
(Jesus Christ Heals: pages 161-162)
* # *

"Although we all get definite results in body and affairs
from the words we utter, those results would be infinitely
greater if we understood the power of words and had undoubting faith in their creative power. Jesus said, 'The words
that I have spoken unto you are spirit, and are life."
(Jesus Christ Heals; page 15)
*

*

*

"Man's body temple is the outer expression of the Garden of
Eden, which God gave him to keep and to trim. Man's primary
work in the earthly consciousness (the Garden) is to use his
creative power to preserve harmony and order in his world,
and to conserve his powers for divine direction." (Keep a
True Lent; page 147)
* *

*

Aton Smashing Power of Mjndt pag«s 93» 9k
Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Christian Healing: page 43 (thought); 47 (effect of thought);
~"
51, and 52 (denial and affirmation)
Twelve Powers of Man; pages 29 (two types of words); 62
(words)
Jesus Christ Heals: pages 16, 175, 176 (thought and word)
FrosperrTyl page 104 (words as seeds)
Teach Us to Pray: pages 86, 87 (power of
^ 7thought and word)

SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"

LESSON SIX
This lesson covers the following subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 20
and 2y.
A.

Lord's Supper (bread and wine, or body and
blood); Baptism; Salvation.

B.

Unity and the Bible.

Compiled by
Unity Correspondence School

UNITY SCHOOL OF CHRISTIANITY
LEE'S SUMMIT, MISSOURI
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SYLLABUS for this lesson is built around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF FAITH,
the CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OP CHARLES F1LLM0KE.
LESSON SIX
A.

1.

Lord's Supper (bread and wine, or body and
blood); Baptism; Salvation.

U n i t y ' s STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 20

"We believe that the blOod of Jesus represents eternal
life; that the body of Jesus represents incorruptible
substance. We believe that these are original elements
in Being and that they can be appropriated by all who,
through faith and understanding, attain the Christ
standard of spirituality."
* *

*

2_. References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 4, Annotation 15
"The symbols used in the Lord's Supper are bread and wine.
Bread is sometimes called 'the staff of life,' that which
is substantial in food . . . Metaphysically it represents
the substance of God in which inhere perfect elements or
ideas necessary for spiritual growth. Wine is a stimulant
which enlivens the action of the physical heart and the
blood. Metaphysically it symbolizes the quickening power
of Spirit circulating through every cell of the physical
body, vitalizing and sustaining it . . . We 'eat' when we
appropriate God ideas with our understanding. We 'drink'
when we accept them through faith in God."
* # *

Series 1, Lesson 4, Annotation 13
"Denial corresponds to water baptism. Affirmation corresponds to Holy Spirit baptism and also to the eating of
the bread and the drinking of the wine of the Lord's
Supper with thanksgiving . . . Water baptism symbolizes
man's willingness to cleanse his human consciousness in
order to enter into the Christ consciousness."
* * *

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 9, Annotation 10
"Webster's dictionary gives the meaning of the root word for
salvation as 'to save' implying deliverance, preservation
from destruction or calamity . . . we read further: 'That
which saves or delivers from danger or difficulty; the

4"?
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source, cause or means, of preservation.'. . . it is the
Christ within, sometimes termed the I AM, that can save
and deliver us from difficulty . . . this inner God
Presence is the real source of the protection that we
seek."
* # #

How I Used Truth, Lesson 1, Annotation 3rf
"That in each living soul that saves or delivers, that preserves him is his own Christ Self, the seed of divinity
in him. . . . Salvation is acceptable right here and now
at any time we are ready to accept the truth of our
indwelling Christ, which is God's will or plan for our
salvation. . . . In reality man is not so much saved
'from' something as saved 'into' the Truth. Man is
really saved when the whole man, spirit, soul, body,
is preserved or rescued from the belief that man is only
a descendant or product of the flesh . . . he comes into
the consciousness of spiritual life and he is made safe.
He does this by recognizing his spiritual nature, the
Christ, or I AM, as his salvation."
*

*

*

Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 14
"Salvation is an inheritance that is man's as a spiritual
being. It is the gift of God through Jesus Christ."
(Annotation continues with explanation of the names
,?
Christ" and "Jesus").
* *

*

Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 15
"As soon as we shake off the belief that we are a product
of the flesh and begin to claim our divinity then we have
a perception of salvation . . . Salvation is of the Lord,
but the attaining of the consciousness of it is dependent
on man's receptivity to Spirit; and its perpetuity is
dependent on man's constant application of spiritual
principles."
* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:

/6

How I Used Truth, Lesson 5, Annotations 1-S, 14, -18 (salvation)
Series 1, Lesson 5, Annotation 11 (working out of salvation).
Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 19 (salvation and the body)
* *

*

r*
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Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"In Matthew 26:26, 27 Jesus called the bread He had blessed
His body and the wine His blood. Out of this came the
symbolic rite of the Lord's Supper. All symbols are useful to the extent that they point man to the realities
for which they stand. . . . Jesus dwelt continually in
the consciousness of being the very substance and life of
God. , . . Through the conscious realization of His oneness with God His body became a »bj3dy__of life.,' spiritual
substance, His blood the li£e_jgf.,G©d. This is the body
and blood He gave as a 'ransom for many1; the understanding that the Christ body comes not by the grave but
through our daily realization of the omnipresence of substance and life and our union with it." (Atom-Smashing
Power of Minds pages 77-78)
* * #

"The blood is the life. Jesus really came to bring to the
whole human family a larger consciousness of life. He
said, 'I came that ye may have life, and may have it more
abundantly. . . . we believe that it was through ther
'shedding,' the getting rid, of the idea of flesh and
blood that Jesus accomplished His great w o r k s . . . . We
must really eat of His substance . . . we must drink of
His bloods let His life stream flow through our mind and
body, healing, cleansing, and purifying us in every way."
(Teach Us to Prays page 65)
* *

*

"Salvation—The restitution of man to his spiritual birthright; regaining conscious possession of his God-given
attributes. . „ „ Salvation comes to man as a free gift
from God. . . . Salvation is based solely on an inner
overcoming, a change in consciousness. It is a cleansing
of the mind, through Christ, from thoughts of evil."
(The Revealing Words page 173)
* # *

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Christian Healing, page 42, para 5 {Salvation}
Atom-Smashing Power of Minds pages 67 (baptism), 78 (body
and blood)
Jesus Christ Heals: pages 158, 159 (blood)
The Keveallng Words page 21 (baptism); pages 25, 26 (blood);
page 124 (Lord's Supper)
Keep a True Lent s pages 20, 21 (salvation); pages 28,
134, 166, 167 (blood)
Twelve Powers of Mans page 158 (blood)
LESSON SIX
B.

Unity and the Bible.
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1. Unity's STATEMENT VF FAITH.
Section 29
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"We believe all the doctrines of Christianity spirit- ;, 9
ually interpreted,"
« '•
.•:•..,,•.• >••'••'"'''.
* * *

2.
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Reference from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE;
General Test Questions, Annotation 9
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"The Bible has first place in the study of Truth, because
the Bible is Unity's primary textbook. All the other
books and texts that we use in the study of Truth are
intended as supplementary material to give us a better
understanding of the various Scriptures... . The Bible
is the history of the soul of manj it is a recital of what
has taken place in the consciousness of man, of the results
of his working either intelligently with the law of Being
or ignorantly against it In achieving his own salvation. It
gives the best explanation of spiritual law as applied to
man and tells him how to find the kingdom of God within
himself. . . . The Bible contains the moral code that leads
to Christhood . . . The Bible shows man's progress in
spiritual things, it shows his developing consciousness,
the history of his soul from involution through evolution.
. . . We do try to understand the Bible in the Unity ministry, because we believe it to be the greatest piece of
literature ever written or compiled, and it teaches man to
turn to the Spirit of Truth in order to find the kingdom of
God within himself."
* •¥• M,

Series 2, Lesson 3> Annotation 1
"An allegory is a description of one thing or event under
the Image ~of another which resembles it in properties and
circumstances. In the Bible it is the presentation of
abstract principles under the guise of concrete forms. . .
A symbol is a visible sign, one that is conventional or
traditional, of something invisible as an idea, a quality,
or an inner spiritual ideal that may not be adequately
expressed in language or form. . „ . The word "Scriptures"
has come to mean any sacred writings. Before these sacred
subjects were writings, they were handed down by word of
mouth from one generation to another. The symbols used
became confused with traditions. The result is symbolical
allegories in which original ideas that were revealed to
inspired men are mixed with events, characters, and cities.
These finally became "Scriptures." In these allegories
and symbols there is given a plan for man to follow in
order that he may live an enriched life religiously,
economically, politically, and socially."
# # *

r^
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Series 2, Lesson 3 (material), pages 1 and 2:
"The Jiible came out of religion, instead of religion coming
out of~tTTe 'Bible;Tt~ is the" product of religion, not the
beginning of it. . . . Our Scriptures came out of the
Orient and reflect the literary customs and habits of
Oriental people who are accustomed to parables and
allegory. . . . Our Scriptures contain in symbols a
most wonderful description of the creative action of
Divine Mind. . . . We shall seek to get back of the
letter of the Scriptures and to discern the spiritual
meaning of every passage that we consider. In symbology,
in allegory, in parable was the word transmitted, and in
like manner must it be translated. .. . . Jesus throughout
His ministry taught in parables and allegories, reserving
for His immediate followers the inner ideas or spirit of
the teaching instead of just the letter of it."
* # *

3_. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE;
"Christianity, practical—The teachings of Jesus practically
applied to the everyday life of man. . . . not a term applied
to an arbitrary theory of human origin; neither is it a
revelation to humanity from some prophet whose word alone
must be taken unquestionably as authority. . . . it is the
only system of religion before the people today that . . .
can be accepted and applied by every nation under the sun."
(The Revealing Word; page 36)
* *

*

"To one who gains even a meager quickening of the Spirit,
Christianity ceases to be a theory; it becomes a demonstrable
science of the mind." (Atom-Smashing Power of Mind; page 31)
* *

*

Story of Unity; page 188
"Bible—The sacred and inspired Scriptures of the Christian
religion. It is a divine 'book of life' rather than merely
a history of people, and it bears 'witness unto the word'
of God (Acts l4;3)." (The Revealing Word; page 23)
* *

*

"The Bible is a very wonderful book; as man develops in
spiritual understanding it reveals itself to him, and he
sees why it has been reverenced and called holy by the
people. It is a deep exposition of mental laws, and it
is also a treatise on the true physiological estate of the
body. It shows that the human organism is mind in action,
rather than an aggregation of purely material functions.
But above all, the Bible explains the spiritual character

IT*
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of man and the laws governing his relation to God. These
are symbolically set forth as states of consciousness,
illustrated by parables and allegories." (Christian
Healing; pages 73-720
* *

*

"The Bible is the history of man. In its sixty-six books
it describes in allegory, prophecy, epistle, parable, and
poem, man's generation, degeneration, and regeneration.
It has been preserved and prized beyond all other books
because It teaches man how to develop the highest principle
of his being, the spirit. As man Is a threefold being,
spirit, soul, and body, so the Bible is a trinity in unity.
It is body as a book of history; soul as a teacher of
morals; and spirit as a teacher of the mysteries of
being. . . . The key to its spiritual meaning is that back
of every mentioned thing is an idea." (Mysteries of
Genesis; pages 10-11)
* * *

4.

Additional references for this Section:
"Charles Fillmore once said that Unity could be defined
as pure 'Christian mysticism practically applied to everyday living.'" (The Story of Unity: page 188)
* *

*

"The Fillmores did not advance new teachings. All that
they taught is based on the Bible, and especially on the
teachings of Jesus. . , . They felt that Unity is a return
to His original teachings, a return needed for centuries.
Before they decided to call it 'practical Christianity,1
they had called their teaching 'primitive Christianity.'"
(The Story of Unity: page 19?)
* *

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind;

pages 162, 163 (Bible); page
31 (Christianity)
Christian Healing: page 14 (Christianity)
Talks on Truthl page 102 (source of Inspiration)
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SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"

LESSON SEVEN
This lesson covers the following subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 28
and 22.
A.

Resurrection; New Birth; Vegetarianism.

B.

Reincarnation, its purpose.
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SYLLABUS for this lesson is built around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF FAITH,
the CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OF CHARLES FILLMORE.
LESSON SEVEN
A.

1.

Resurrection: New Birth:
Vegetarianism

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 28

"We believe in the final resurrection of the body,
through Christ. We believe that we do free our minds
and resurrect our bodies by true thoughts and words
and that this resurrection is being carried forward
daily and will ultimate in a final purification of
the body from all earthly errors. Through this
process we shall be raised to the consciousness of
continuous health and eternal life here and now,
following Jesus Christ in the regeneration or 'new
birth.'"
*

*

*

LESSON SEVEN
Subject:
2.

RESURRECTION,' NEW BIRTH; VEGETARIANISM.

References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 6 (Material) page 5
"Thus we see that the goal of man is not reincarnation,
but resurrection: a rising againj the resumption of
vigor—the raising of the whole man, spirit, soul, and
body, into the Christ consciousness of righteousness and
life."
* * #

Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 13
"Resurrection is the lifting up of man as a threefold being,
spirit, soul, body, and restoring him to his rightful place
in God's Kingdom, a consciousness of the omnipresence of
God. It is the lifting up of life from the human to the
God-like, from the limited expression to the unlimited
expression of eternal oneness with God. It is the soul
coming up out of a belief in death to faith in life. . . .
Resurrection is a constant, conscious understanding and
realization of oneself as a Son of God, created in the
image and after the likeness of God . . . Resurrection is
the ultimate fulfillment of the work of regeneration in
man's threefold being. . . . Resurrection begins when man
$ • &
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takes hold of the idea of his body as being spiritual,
the idea that his body is a body of divine ideas, (light),
the life, substance, and intelligence of God, and not
subject to decay and death."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 5
"The first birth is the human, the self-consciousness of
man as an intellectual and physical being. . . . This
being 'born anew,1 or coming into a new birth, is an
experience that takes place in man's soul, in his thinking and feeling nature. . . . As a seed germinates,
grows and bears fruit as the sun, rain and loving care
work upon it, so the seed of spiritual man grows and bears
fruit in man's soul, body and affairs. This growth is
called the new birth or being 'born anew.'"
* # *

Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotation 6
"The new birth is a new state of being, a rebirth into the
consciousness of oneness with God, a new consciousness of
oneself as a Son of God. It is being born anew in Spirit,
in thought, word, feeling, action, reaction, manifestation.
When the new birth comes into one's mind and heart, he becomes a new creature in Christ Jesus. The new birth takes
place as an influx of new ideas, new feelings, new concepts,
new thoughts, new experiences. . . All good outer things
follow the change in consciousness as a result of the new
birth, and man's body and world of affairs become orderly
in keeping with the divine plan, heaven here and now."
* # *

Series 1, Lesson 4 (material) pages 6, 7
"We should exercise great wisdom and judgment in selecting
the food which we eat, even as we do in selecting the
thoughts and words that we allow to find place in our
minds. . . . If the flesh body becomes low in vibration,
it requires the work of consciousness in continued contemplation to raise the vibrations of the body. . . .
Unity considers a vegetarian diet preferable because it
considers the proposition from the standpoint of love and
mercy, believing that the commandment, 'Thou shalt not
kill,1 (Exodus 20sl3) applies not only to man but to all
God's creatures. . . . Meat eating will eventually cease
as man's consciousness becomes wiser and purer. Even
now the race is being educated to know that a vegetarian
diet is wholesome and completely nourishing when wellbalanced and followed with wisdom and good j u d g m e n t . . . .

5-7
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However, abstaining from eating meat is a matter for individual guidance, according to the inner convictions. . .
Just to abstain from the outer act of eating meat does not
spirituality. . . . In regard to vegetarianism,
£uarantee
nity leaves the individual free to think and act from his
own level of growth and unfoldment, but suggests that each
individual, if so guided in prayer, try a vegetarian diet."

8

* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 12, Annotation 10
"Charles and Myrtle Fillmore believed in vegetarianism from
the standpoint of love and mercy, believing that the
commandment, 'Thou shalt not kill' (Exodus 20:13), applied
not only to man but to all of God's creatures. . . . However, Unity teaches that abstaining from eating meat is a
matter for individual guidance, according to inner convictions."
*

*

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 2 (resurrection, the "great
demonstration ) ; Annotation
16 (putting off the "old
man" and putting on the
"new man'O; Annotation 17
(mental law of cause and
effect-law of sin and death);
Annotation 18 ("law of the
Spirit of life,?);
Series 2, Lesson 3, Annotation 9 (on life); Annotation 17
(consciousness of eternal
life).
Series 2, Lesson 6, Annotations 4, 19, 20 (new birth).
Series 2, Lesson 6 material, pages 2, 3 (new birth).
* *

*

3_. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"resurrection—The restoring of mind and body to their
original, undying state. This is accomplished by the
realization that God is Spirit and that God created man
with power like that which He Himself possesses. . . .
The word resurrection also suggests that there has been a
falling short of the divine standard; therefore, the
necessity of being restored and revived." (The Revealing
Word: page 16>9)
*

*

*

"To be resurrected means to get out of the place that you

is
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are in and to get into another place. Resurrection is a
rising into new vigor, new prosperity; a restoration to
some higher state.
(Atom-Smashing Power of Mind:
pages 119-120)
"
— —
•
* * #

"The resurrection is the raising up of the whole man—spirit,
soul, and body—into the Christ consciousness of life and
w h o l e n e s s . . . . Resurrection is accomplished by the
quickening power of the Holy Spirit." (Keep a True Lent:
page 197)
* *

*

"The second birth is that in which we 'put on Christ.' It
is a process of mental adjustment and body transmutation
that takes place right here on earth." (Christian Healing;
page 26)
* # *

"The new birth is simply the realization by man of his spiritual identity, with the fullness of power and glory that
follows." (Mysteries of Johns pages 37-38)
* # *

4_. Quotations from The Story of Unity, pages 183, 184, giving the
stand taken by Charles and Myrtle Fillmore regarding vegetarianisms
"Charles and Myrtle Fillmore did not eat meat. Soon after
the founding of Unity, they decided that a meatless diet
was conducive to spiritual thinking, and from time to time
in their magazines, they advocated vegetarianism. They
felt that it is more humane and more healthful."
"In regard to vegetarianism—as with most of the things they
taught—the Fillmores left their students free to follow
them or not as each felt led. The Fillmores were not
trying to put forth a creed that their followers had to
accept; they were not trying to convert people to a new
religion."
* *

*

Jesus Christ Heals; page 13 (resurrection).
Talks on Truth; pages 114,115, 48, 49 (resurrection).
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: pages 44, 147 (resurrection).
Twelve Powers of Man; page 91 (resurrection).
Keep a True Lent s page 13 (resurrection).
Keep a True Lent"; page 162 (new birth) .
Jesus Christ He"als; pages 10, 52 (new birth) .
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary; page 48l (new birth).
Mysteries of John; page 35 (new birth) ,
Prosperity; page 179 (new birth) .
!y~^
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Lesson 7 continued
LESSON SEVEN
B.
1.

REINCARNATION, its purpose.

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH;

Section 22

"We believe that the dissolution of spirit, soul, and
body, caused by death, is annulled by rebirth of the
same spirit and soul in another body here on earth.
We believe the repeated incarnations of man to be a
merciful provision of our loving Father to the end that
all may have opportunity to attain immortality through
regeneration as did Jesus. 'This corruptible must put
in inc orrupt i on.'"
* # *

LESSON SEVEN
Subject:
1.

REINCARNATION:

its purpose.

References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 12
"Reincarnation is the re-embodiment of man in a physical
form; the rebirth of an individual in a new human body.
Reincarnation is the mercy of God, or the love of God
in action, as man fulfills his divine destiny of demonstrating perfection. . . . Reincarnation is essentially
the formation and responsibility of the soul of man. It
Is a merciful provision for man that gives him other
opportunities to express life in the physical body. . . .
The soul . . . must have the physical body . . . through
which to prove its freedom from limitation. . . . The
essence of wisdom, garnered through experience and incorporated in the ego through both conscience and intuition, is carried forward to guard and guide the soul
through further experiences."
* * *

2.

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"To give men opportunity to get the full benefit of salvation,
life is necessary, and a body through which to express life
is also necessary. So, when man loses his body by death,
the law of expression works within him for re-embodiment,
and he takes advantage of the Adam method of generation to
retain a body. Divine mercy permits this process in order
that man may have further opportunity to demonstrate Christ
life." (Keep a True Lent: page 93)
* *

#
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"Re-embodiment should not be given undue importance . . .
rebirth or reincarnation is the unifying force of nature
at work in its effort to restore man to his original
deathless estate." (Keep a True Lent: page 94)
* » *

"But the goal of man is eternal life, and in each incarnation
that goal is brought nearer if Spirit is given an opportunity
to express itself." (Talks on Truth: page 159)
* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 1, Lesson 6 Material, page 4 (reincarnation) .
General Test Questions, Annotation 19 (future life) .

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Twelve Powers of Man: pages 138, 172, 173, 174 (rebirth).
Atom-Smashing power of Mind: pages 28, 107 (previous incarnations) .
Jesus Christ Heals: page 49 (previous incarnations).
Teach Us to Pray: page 51 (reincarnation).
Keep a True Lervt": page 95 (reincarnation) .
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SYLLABUS FOR COURSE
"Review of Unity Metaphysics"

LESSON EIGHT
This lesson covers the fallowing subjects:
Unity's Statement of Faith - Sections 11, 15,
23 and 2b.
A.

The belief in the "fall of man"; error consciousness; unpardonable sin; the world, flesh,
and the devil; overcoming through the
"grace of God"; sense consciousness.

B.

The kingdom of heaven.

C.

The Golden Rule, or human relations (peace, judgment and justice).
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SYLLABUS for this lesson is built around UNITY'S STATEMENT OF PAITH,
the CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, and WRITINGS OP CHARLES FILLMORE.
LESSON EIGHT
A.

The belief in the "fall of man"; error consciousness; unpardonable sin; the world, flesh, and the
devil; overcoming through the grace of God; sense
consciousness.

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH;
Section 11

"We believe that through indulgence in sense consciousness men fell into the belief in the reality of matter
and material conditions. We believe that the 'kingdom
of God' can be attained, here and now, by overcoming
the world, the flesh, and the Adversary, through Jesus
Christ."

Section 15

"We believe that sense consciousness may be lifted up, 'as
Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,' and that
all men may be again restored to paradise through faith,
understanding, and practice of the divine law, as Jesus
Christ taught and demonstrated."
(Mysteries of Genesis; page 21i)

2.

References from CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Lessons in Truth, Lesson 3> Annotation 5 (new)
"Error consciousness is a negative state of mind built up
in the human consciousness by wrong use of the divine
ideas that are our inheritance. It is man's belief in
what is untrue. . . . is associated with the expression
'fall of man,' which originated with the allegory in the
2d Chapter of Genesis. „ . . The 'fall of man' is not
just something that took place in the far distant past.
A fall takes place in our human consciousness (soul)
every time we lower our thinking and feeling from the
divine standard of Truth . . . This fallen or error state
of consciousness can never be permanent, for we are
essentially spiritual beings. . . . The so-called fall is
not experienced by our divine nature but only by our evolving consciousness."
TC

TS*

TP

Series 2, Lesson 11, Annotation 18
"The 'unpardonable sin' is resistance to the Spirit, conscious,
ness of good and evil. „ . . man's opposition to the action
of the Holy Spirit, the movement of God in and through man's
consciousness, resistance to good. . . . As long as man

Lesson 8 continued
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continued
recognizes and gives power to evil, he will continue in
an unforgiven state in his own consciousness . . . No
sin need remain unpardoned because of the love of God for
man . . . His saving grace . . . only when man is not
ready or willing to receive forgiveness . . .sin remains
unpardoned."
* * #

Series 2, Lesson 5* Annotation 12
"'The world' is a state of consciousness . . . that believes in the reality of . . . 'worldly pleasures' and
'human sorrows,' . . . believes in reality . . . of mixed
experiences . . . in traditions, customs, conventions,
habits of thought . . . that limit and bind mankind . . .
wrong concepts about God and man . . . However, let us
remember that THE WORLD that God created is good, but
man's limited error view or consciousness forms 'the
world' for him."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 5, Annotation Ik
"The 'flesh is the material body consciousness'. . . . How
to feed it, house it, clothe it, tend it, and train it
absorbs nearly all the time and attention of the average
person."
* * #

Series 2, Lesson 5* Annotation 16
"The 'devil' is free will exercised in the wrong direction."
* * #

Series 2, Lesson 5* Annotation 19
"The place of man's overcoming is in his own individual
consciousness, 'the wilderness of his own mind,' the soul,
the conscious, thinking phase of mind, and the subconscious, feeling phase of mind
Overcoming is a
coming up and over into Christ consciousness, up and over
all false beliefs, negative thoughts, feelings, concepts,
notions, impulses, emotions, words, actions, reactions,
and finally over conditions, situations, circumstances,
experiences, and things."
*

*

*

Lessons in Truth, Lesson 11, Annotation 9
"The grace of God is His love in action for man . . . our

6</
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response to His love determines how each of us lets this
love produce miraculous results in our l i f e . . . . It is
a free gift to each of us and only awaits our acceptance
. . . God's love actively working for us at our definite
request--fulfilling all the laws of God."
* *

*

Additional references from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:

Jr

How I Used Truth: Lesson 10, Annotation .-IS" (evil).
Series 1, Lesson 2, Annotation 5 (forgiveness of sin) and
Annotation 19 (no power in evil).
Series 1, Lesson 5* Annotation 2 (evil).
Series 1, Lesson 6, Annotation 6 (sin), Annotation 7 (devil)
Annotation 8 (adversary) and Annotation
9 (accuser overcome).
Series 2, Lesson 5, Annotations 13, 15> 17 (overcoming of
world, flesh, and the devil) and Annotation 20 (temptations of Jesus).
Series 2, Lesson 11 material, page 8 (unpardonable sin).
* # #

3.

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"There may be found in the traditions of nearly all peoples,
reference to a time when man was in a state of consciousness very much superior to that which he now manifests.
In the Hebrew scriptures that superior plane is symbolically
described as the Edenic state, and the departure from that
place in the divine economy is called the 'fall of man.'
Of late years we have been taught . . . that there never was
a 'fall of man'; that man never fell; that his creation was
spiritual, and that he is just as spiritual today as he ever
was, or ever will be. Of man as an idea in Divine Mind,
this is true; . . . Man cannot thwart the divine plan, but
by virtue of his own creative or formative power he can turn
his part of the work in that plan out of its true course and
impede the consummation of it. . . . So we have to admit that
the 'fall of man' is in a measure true." (Talks on Truth:
pages 161, 162)
# * *

"The 'eternal sin,1 or unpardonable sin, referred to by
Jesus in Mark 3:28-30, is the belief that God is the creator
of disease or inharmony of any nature. . . . Man's sins are
forgiven when he ceases to sin and opens his mind to the
fact that he is heir only to the good." (Metaphysical
Bible Dictionary: page 620)
* *

*

&r
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"world, the—A state of consciousness formed through the
belief in the reality of things external." (The Revealing
Word: page 214)
*

*

*

"flesh—Mortal consciousness expressing Itself through
appetite. It is overcome by denying that appetite is
physical and by affirming it to be spiritual." (The
Revealing Word: page 76)
* # *

"The 'devil' is a state of consciousness adverse to the
divine good. Other names for this state of consciousness
are the Adversary, carnal mind, the accuser, and the old
man. There is no personal devil"! God is the one omnipresent Principle of the universe, and there is no room
for any principle of evil, personified or otherwise."
(The Revealing Word: page 54)
* *

*

"Overcoming is a change of mind from error to Truth. The
way of overcoming is first to place one's self by faith
in the realization of Sonship, and second, to demonstrate
it in every thought and act." (Atom-Smashing Power of Minds
page 38)
* # *

"Grace means good will, favor, disposition to show mercy. . . .
To become recipients of that which the Father would bestow,
we should take the element of grace into consideration;
that even beyond what we ask, seek, earn, or deserve under
the law, God is more than willing to give." (Keep a True
Lent: page 169)
* *

*

"Underlying all these ideas related to sensation, which in
their original purity are simply ideas of life functioning
in substance, is the divine idea of life. When life is
expressed in divine order it is pronounced good. What is
termed 'sense consciousness' in man is not to be condemned
but lifted up to its rightful place." (Mysteries of
Genesis: page 24)
* *

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Mysteries of Genesis: page 39 (evil, pages 43 and 44 (fall
of man), page 49 (sense consciousness),
page 53 (sensation).
Twelve Powers of Mans page 69 (world, flesh, devil)
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Keep a True Lent •- pages 180, 190 (overcoming) .
Myster1es"of"Jonh: page 149 (overcoming).
Atom-Smashing"lower of Mind; page 39 (overcoming) .
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary; page 23 (under "Adam" on fall
~~
of man), page 584 (under "serpent" on sense consciousness)
The Revealing Word: pages 88, 89 (grace), pages 70, 71
(fall of man), pages 179, 180 (sin),
page."'.177 (sense consciousness) .
LESSON EIGHT
B.

1.

The kingdom of heaven.

Unity!s STATEMENT OF FAITH.'

Section 23 "We believe that the kingdom of heaven or harmony is
within man and that through man the law and order existing in Divine Mind are to be established on the earth."
* * #

2.

References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
Series 2, Lesson 1, Annotation 17
"The kingdom of heaven is in reality Christ consciousness,
the home of the Son of God. It does not depend on location in space but is a mental state that may be attained
in any place. . . . The kingdom of God is Absolute, universal Truth, a consciousness that is subject to the will
of God . ... : The kingdom of heaven is relative, individual
truth, a consciousness that is subject to the will of the
individual. . . . 'For the kingdom of heaven is at hand,"
said Jesus (Matt. 3 2 ) . 'At hand4 does not necessarily
mean that it will immediately appear but rather that nothing can intervene to prevent its ultimate revelation to
every human being."
* # *

Series 2, Lesson 11 material, page 7
"The widespread belief in heaven and hell as actual places
to which souls are consigned for eternal bliss or punishment is due, first, to the influence of Greek mythology and
Oriental mysticism and, secondly, to the fact that most
people have thought of God as a person. As long as this
belief is held it is natural to believe in heaven and hell
as actual places, one the abode of God, the other the abode
of His Adversary; but the knowledge that God is Spirit and
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that 'the kingdom of God is within" (Luke 17:21) brings the
freeing realization that heaven and hell are states of consciousness that will manifest in the outer."
* *

*

A d d i t i o n a l R e f e r e n c e s from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
S e r i e s 1, Lesson 1 , A n n o t a t i o n 10 ( h e a v e n ) .
S e r i e s 2 , Lesson 1 1 , A n n o t a t i o n s l b and 17 ( h e l l and h e l l fire) .
* *

2.

*

Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"We find heaven to be the orderly arrangement of divine
ideas within man's true being." (Mysteries of Genesis:
page 12)
* *

*

"Teachers of metaphysics find that their most difficult
work is getting students to recognize that heaven is a
condition of mind. Jesus evidently experienced like
difficulty in making Himself understood, which accounts
for the numberous parables and comparisons that He gave of
the kingdom. . . . never did He describe it as a place
located in some distant realm . . . the great mass of
Christians are today teaching that it is a place, to
which people who accept Jesus as their Savior will go
when they die. There is no authority in the Bible for
such doctrine." (Metaphysical Bible Dictionary: page 266)
* * •*

"Heaven is everywhere present. It is the orderly, lawful
adjustment of God's kingdom in man's mind, body, and
affairs; it is the Christ consciousness, the realm of
divine ideas, a state of consciousness in harmony with
the thoughts of God. Heaven is within every one of us;
a place, a conscious sphere of mind, having all the
attractions described or imagined as belonging to heaven."
(Keep a True Lents page 177)
*

*

*

Additional References from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Prosperity: pages 11, 33 (heaven).
Atom-Smashing Power of Mind: page 97 (heaven and hell);
page 170 (heaven).
Keep a True Lent: page 176 (heaven).
The Revealing Word: page 9^ (heaven).
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary: page 387 (Kingdom of God. of
heaven).
^
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LESSON EIGHT

C.

1.

The Golden Rule, or human relations (peace;
judgment and justice).

Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH:

Section 25

"We believe that the Golden Rule 'Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you,' should be the standard of
action among men."
# * #

2_, Quotations from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 4, Annotation^cJklfyttU)

'

"It seems difficult for one person to remember that all men
are created equal, that God has implanted His Spirit in
each and every human being . . . each person has his own
life to live. . . . No two individuals are exactly alike,
so it is not one person's concern to meddle with the process by which the unfoldment is carried on in another."
* *

*

How I Used Truth, Lesson 4, Annotation^ \&SLrtiJLw£s
"No one can be free in actuality until he has come to the
understanding that he must accord this same liberty to
each and every unfolding soul . . . This freedom must be
given without regard to any feeling that the person is
making a mistake, working things out all wrong."
* *

*

How I Used Truth, Lesson 4, Annotation frJ&OULUjS
"You are not your brother's keeper in the sense of being a
jailer or turnkey, nor are you to watch, guard, or keep
him in order that he may not fall into temptation. . . . You
are your 'brother's keeper' in the sense that you should
watch your own thoughts and in your mind always think
of your brother as a son of God, 'keeping' before you
always his innate divinity and watching to see how you may
be helpful to him in case he feels that he needs you in
his unfoldment or growing process."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 12, Annotation 8
"Peace will be fully established upon the earth when each
individual becomes fully conscious of the idea of peace that
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is already inherent within him as God's gift to him which
is his divine inheritance and birthright, and expresses
peace in his thoughts, feelings, words, actions, and
r e a c t i o n s . . . . Man attains a consciousness of peace
when he is willing to practice the Golden Rule and does
so by acting Christ-like in his relationships with all
others- . . . A peaceful person is a harmonizer, an
influence for peace throughout the whole wide world."
* * #

Series 2, Lesson 12, Annotation 19
"Jesus was the great exponent and advocate of love in all
its ways and channels of expression. . . . Because He
saw many things that His disciples failed to grasp . . .
He spoke the second commandment, :Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself (Matt. 22:39). . . . The same God that is
pressing out from you is also pressing out from your
neighbor. If we love God, we must love our neighbor, God's
expression."
*

*

*

Series 2, Lesson 11, Annotation 4
"When we judge according to appearance, according to the
standard of the world, we judge from the viewpoint of
human limitation and thus we bind ourselves to the laws
and the limited thoughts of the world. When we recognize
the Christ within ourselves and within every other man
and receive the guidance of that light that lighteth
every man that cometh into the world . . . we see the
real that is back of every appearance. This is judging
righteous judgment."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 11, Annotation 6
"Justice is the divine law of balance, the principle of
absolute goodness, the equalizing law of good in action.
Justice results from the action of the law of balance when
man looks within for the ideas that will help him to make
his balance to life in a just and orderly manner. When
man knows that his justice comes from the Lord or law of
his being, he can implicitly trust that law to bring about
just and equitable conditions in all his life and world
affairs."
* *

*

Series 2, Lesson 11, Annotation 7
"The sure way to establish justice in one's affairs is to
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establish love in one's consciousness, to conform one's
thoughts, words, and actions to the law of love, the
principle of Absolute Good, the Golden Rule."
*

*

it-

Additional References from CORRESPONDENCE COURSE:
How I Used Truth, Lesson 2, Annotations 3 (righteous judgment), 6 (remitting sins) and 4, 5, 7, 8,
and-4^ (condemnation)
How fused Truth, Lesson 4, Annotations-li-and-12 (attitude

toward others) /Jluu

S

^/0

Series 2, Lesson 5> Annotation 6 (true standard of thinking)
Series 2, Lesson 11, Annotations 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 (judgment
and justice)
*

* it-

3_. Quotations from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
"In order to realize Truth and to demonstrate it you must
live it. . . „ Your mind, body, and affairs are the expression of your thoughts, so if you are not happy,
change your mental habits. This may not seem practical
to you at first, but if you will faithfully practice the
Golden Rule and send only thoughts of love to everyone, you
will witness practical results." (Atom-Smashing Power of
Mind: pages 74-75)
* *

*

"Until world peace is based on the divine law of love and
this law incorporated into the pact of peace as well as
into the minds of those who sign the pact, there will be
no permanent peace," (The Revealing Word: page 146)
*

*

*

"Love is an inner quality that sees good everywhere and in
everybody. . . . Divine love will bring your own to you,
adjust all misunderstandings, and make your life and
affairs healthy, happy, harmonious, and free." (The
Revealing Word: page 125)
* *

*

"The Prince of Peace should be invited to the peace conferences that are held by war-taxed and war-weary peoples.
Christ righteousness should be dominant in settling the
differences between capital and labor. Our schools in
every grade need to teach the moral standard of Christ as
fundamental to all true character. . . . Then the ambition
of men will be to compete in bringing forth Truth, goodness,
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and righteousness; and evil and sin, with its sickness
and poverty, will disappear from the earth." (AtomSmashing Power of Mind: page 172)
* * *

"The remedy for all that appears unjust is denial of condemnation of others, or of self, and affirmation of
the great universal Spirit of justice, through which all
unequal and unrighteous conditions are finally adjusted."
(Christian Healing: page 125)
*

*

*

Additional references from textbooks by CHARLES FILLMORE:
Keep a True Lent:

page 153 (peace); page 175 (peace); page
182 (judgment)
Mysteries of John: page 65 (judgment)
Atom-Smashing Fower of Mind: page 46 (judgment)
Christian Healing: pages 120, 121 (judgment and love)

Last section of Unity's STATEMENT OF FAITH is a closing prayer:
Section 30

"Almighty Father-Mother, we thank Thee for this vision
of Thine omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence,
in us and in all that we think and do, in the name
of Jesus Christ. Amen'."
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